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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Europe is lagging in the digital transformation of industries key
to its success in the Fourth Industrial Revolution. None of the world’s lar-
gest digital platforms are European. And Europe needs to ensure that it has
the key technologies underlying manufacturing and supply chain manage-
ment. Europe created chip companies like ASML, NXP and STMicroelectronics
but other upstream activities of the semiconductor industry have been mo-
ved offshore. One Taiwanese company, TSMC, now makes 50% of the chips
in the world, six OEMs -Foxconn, Quanta, Compal, Pegatron, Winstron,
Invenec—control crucial parts of the supply chain and South Korea has the
monopoly on the memory side with companies like 3D NAND and DRAM,
,points out Haisong Tang, a Shanghai-based serial entrepreneur and inves-
tor. Rebuilding this competence will require 10 years or 20 years of invest-
ment, which will require long-term thinking.
All of these issues are big challenges for Europe. The World Economic Forum
is trying to help in two very concrete ways. It has formed the Digital Platforms
& Ecosystems executive working group, a high-level committee to help es-
tablished companies embrace platform business models. (See the cover sto-
ry on page 6). And it has also formed the Digital Europe initiative to create
the building blocks for a common vision, identify action areas, and develop
concrete suggestions to make European innovation ecosystems more suc-
cessful, and identify an innovation model that will allow it to effectively
compete with other regions. (see the story on page 46).
Both initiatives could go along way towards helping the Continent harness
its potential and become a global innovation leader. Success will depend, in
part, on the enthusiastic participation of Europe’s largest companies in their
own – and in the Continent’s digital transformation. As Davos approaches
and 2019 begins let’s hope that corporate Europe comes back down from
the mountain with a resolve to execute.

ByJenniferL.Schenker
Editor-in-Chief, The Innovator
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DAVOS TECH TALK

Harnessing European
innovation will be a big topic in Davos
this year. The World Economic
Forum’s Digital Europe initiative
will be releasing a report on the
topic (see the story on p. 46) and
Futur/io, a new platform and
community for European innovation
leaders that aims to help co-create
“a vision for desirable futures” will
be hosting a side event to launch
abook calledMoonshots ForEurope,
containing essays by a select group
of futurists and innovators including
PabloRodriguez, CEOof Telefonica’s
Alpha, Europe’s first moonshot
factory;Henkel CDORahmynKress;
SAP’s ChiefDesign&FuturistMartin
Wezowski and Jennifer L. Schenker,
The Innovator’s Editor-In-Chief. The
book – and the Davos event – are
the brainchild of Futur/io founder
Harald Neidhardt, a veteran of the
European tech scene.
“Moonshots for Europe demand a
new, courageous leadership for the
next decades and anticipation of
breakthrough technologies, shifts
in human behavior, benefits for
society and the environment and

MOONSHOTS FOR
EUROPE

purpose for the people – notmerely
as consumers and target groups but
as empowered citizens.
In this scenario, political and
corporate leaders play a vital role
in fostering innovation and creating
a bolder vision for a community of
common values and progress,” he
says in the book’s opening chapter.
“Let’s inspire Europe’s leadership
to create a bolder vision for
tomorrow.”

Industrial IoT is expected to
be one of the largest drivers of
economic growth in the coming
decade, transforming sectors that
account for nearly two-thirds of
the global gross domestic product.
But many companies and
governments are unprepared for
the potential risk and liability that
may be brought on by these new
technologies, including new threats
to public safety, physical harm, and
catastrophic attacks on shared
public infrastructure. At its annual
meeting in Davos, Switzerland, the
World Economic Forum is scheduled
to announce the launch of a pilot
project for airports that will test
a Industrial IoT Safety and Security
Protocol co-designed by the Forum’s
Centre For the Fourth Industrial
Revolution and more than two
dozen companies, governments,
organizations and universities.
The idea is that is just as lower
insurance premiums prompted
millions of business and consumers
to install fire and security systems,
market forces could play a critical
role in helping establish and catalyze

new norms and best practices for
the security of industrial IoT devices
and systems. Through this project,
the same incentive structure—tying
minimum safety standards and
practices to the sale and pricing
of insurancepolicies—will beapplied
to industrial IoT deployments. In
parallel, this approach could also
be applied to government stimulus
funding and financing programs
for industry.
The policy framework aims to
generate an understanding of how
insurance can facilitate the
improvement of industrial IoT
security design, implementation
and maintenance practices. It also
sets forth a universal set of security
best practices that should be
incorporated in all industrial IoT
deployments. The next step of this
project is to develop and pilot an
incentive frameworkwith insurance
companies, insurance brokers, and
industry stakeholders and share the
outcomes to scale-up the framework’s
adoption internationally and across
sectors.

IOT:
AIRPORTS GET THEIR OWN
PILOT
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At last year’s annual meeting of the World Economic Forum in
Davos there were overflow crowds at blockchain sessions inside the
conferencecenterandatoff-the-gridmeetingsorganizedby thecryptocurrency
crowd on themain promenade. It was the height of the hype. Themarket
valueof cryptocurrencies has shrunk since thenbut interest in the technology
underpinning it has not.
Sheila Warren, the World Economic Forum’s Blockchain and Distributed
Ledger Head recently spoke to The Innovator’s Editor-in-Chief about
blockchain initiatives the Forum is launching and outlined her predictions
for the technology in the year ahead.

What has changed since Davos 2018 ?
SW: We are moving beyond the hype. There has been a bursting of the
financial bubble and some of the less legitimate or less rigorous projects
have disappeared and I think that is a really good thing. We are now in a
period of intense creation and we are seeing the building of some of the
really exciting innovation that is needed at the infrastructure level, such
as enhancing the speed and the scalability of the technology and things
like security and achieving consensus [a way of reconciling the accuracy
of a digital record]. These things are not sexy but they are critical for the
growth of the technology.

Cryptocurrencies had a wild year in 2018. What should we expect
in 2019 ?
SW: There were some lessons learned that were really important. There

are some really exciting opportunities going forward and a lot of interesting
experimentation, including government institutions and banks. I think
wewill see a central bank digital currency. A couple of countries are really
looking at this in a lot of detail, which tells us a lot about digital currency
and what role it might play in monetary policy. We are working on a
projectwith 30 central banks around theworld, including some in emerging
economies. We are creating opportunities for them to realize scale and
receive objective information about the technology from academics and
people with deep tech knowledge.

How is sector-specific implementation of blockchain technology
evolving?
SW:We are seeing some robust experimentation in the energy sector that
is promising. I think we will also see utilities – like water - start thinking
about blockchain if they aren’t already but, again, a lot of this is happening
quietly. We see a lot of smart contract engagement with all the different
actors along the supply chain. They have well-honed processes and are
adhering to complicated regulations.We are already seeing a ton of things
happening in that space. We have ameeting planned in the spring to talk
about laying down principles tomake blockchain interoperable across the
supply chain. A lot of big players are experimenting internally so the next
step is to look at how to connect those systems in terms of standards and
policy. We are planning to issue a series of guidelines that will focus on
how to think about interoperability of the blockchain system over the
course of the next six months that will be co-authored and co-created by
a wide variety of stakeholders and serve as a tool kit on a system-wide
approach.

How might governments use blockchain technology?
SW:We are planning to announce the opening of a new Fourth Industrial
Revolution Affiliate Center in Colombia and a transparency project focused
on anti-corruption.We are planning to look at howdowe use the potential
of blockchain to increase access to immutable information in a way that
reduces corruption and defines who has access to what and when.

How long will it be before smart contracts, a self-enforcing set
of software rules, become a reality?
SW: Smart contracts are one of the promises of the technology that people
are really excitedabout andwithgood reason.But a lot of legal infrastructure
really needs to be thought through before this can be converted into
meaningful real-world contracts. Context is important and in the period
of time we are in there isn’t as much trust in technology as there was five
or even two years ago. The idea that a computer is determining triggers
is not something that most people are comfortable with. It is an example
of how technology is often ready to do more than people are ready for it
to do.

To get technology news in context every week, subscribe to our newsletter : http://innovator.news

BLOCKCHAIN
PREDICTIONS FOR 2019
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THEPLATFORM
ECONOMY

Seven of the 10 most valuable companies globally are now based
on a platform business model: the creation of digital communities and
marketplaces that allow different groups to interact and transact. Companies
like Apple, Google, Amazon and Alibaba have used the model to grow
exponentially and grab significant market share from established firms.
Platforms represent a big change in the way industries have traditionally
been organized. And first mover advantage is important in an environment
where the winner often takes all. But all is not lost. Experts say established
companies have the chance to create platforms of their own, partner to
jointly create platforms, or figure out how to leverage other platforms to
their advantage. “The bulk of the power in industries is likely to shift to
these ecosystems,” says Geoffrey G. Parker, a Dartmouth College professor,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) research fellow and business
author who regularly advises C-Suite executives on platform strategies.
“So themessage is every firm needs to understand platforms and figure out
their place in the industry structure that is coming.” More than 30% of
global economic activity - some $60 trillion - could be mediated by digital
platforms in six years’ time, according to a McKinsey research report, and
yet experts estimate only 3% of established companies have adopted an

effective platform strategy. It is no surprise, then, that the platform economy
will be on the agenda at the World Economic Forum’s annual meeting in
Davos, Switzerland January 22-25.“Big companies are struggling with if
andhow to leveragedigital platformandecosystemmodels for their industries,”
says Cristian Citu, the Forum’s Digital Transformation Lead. “They are asking
howdo I create a core platform thatwill deliver on the promise of exponential
growth? Network effects are very tricky. They need to learn how they can
work in this newworld of ecosystems which requires a completely newway
of dealing with customers, partners and traditional competitors.”
Over 50 large corporations are participating in a World Economic Forum’s
Digital Platforms & Ecosystems executiveworking group, part of the Forum’s
Digital Economy and Society system initiative.
Members of the committee’s Rotating C-Level Steering Committee include
Allianz, Booking.com, Deutsche Bank, GE, Henkel, Huawei and Klöckner.
B2B platforms could represent $10 trillion in socio-economic value creation
from2016 to 2025, according to anAccenture report compiled in partnership
with the Forum. The report notes that this estimate, derived from a larger
forecast which estimates $100 trillion of value is at stake through 2025may,
in fact, be conservative. European companies in sectors as diverse as steel

COVER STORY

— Platforms could account for more than $60 trillion by 2025, or more than 30%
of global corporate revenue, and yet only 3% of established companies have adopted an effective
platform strategy.

By Jennifer L. Schenker



distribution, energy, corporate pensions, cement, insurance and even door
manufacturing are starting to embrace platform business models. (See the
stories on pages 18, 22, 24, 40, and 26.) And a whole industry is emerging
to help them. The MIT Initiative On The Digital Economy holds its annual
Platform Strategy Summit. Europe launched its own conference on the topic
-- the Platform Economy Summit -- on November 20–22, in Berlin.
The executive producer of that conference, U.K. national Simon Torrance,
an independent advisor to boards and leadership teams on business model
transformation, has designed an online education program to help leaders
understand the keyprinciples of platform-basedbusinessmodel transformation
called The New Growth Playbook. MIT’s Parker, Marshall N.
VanAlstyne and Sangeet Paul Choudary co-authored a book entitled Platform
Revolution: How Networked Markets Are Transforming the Economy and
How to Make Them Work for You, while French nationals Laure Claire
Reillier and Benoit Reillier, co-founders of a London-based consultancy
called Launchworks that specializes in helping companies adopt, design
and scale platform business models, co-authored a book in both English
andFrenchentitledPlatformStrategy:HowtoUnlockThePowerofCommunities
and Networks To Grow Your Business. “Boards and leadership need to

understand inmuch greater depth the economics of platformbusinessmodels
and how to operate them,” says Torrance, a member of the Forum’s Digital
Platforms & Ecosystems executive working group. “Platforms will mediate
more and more socio-economic activity. There are plenty of high value
niches available to be grabbed by existing businesses. But, while 90% of
corporate leaders are saying -- anonymously in surveys -- that they know
their current business model is not fit for the future, very few are acting fast
enough to create platform strategies that can meaningfully impact their
performance.”
The reasonmore companies are not adopting platform strategies is that this
model is not something that today’s corporate leaderswere taught at business
school, says Torrance. “Very few leaders at non-digital companies understand,
to a profound degree, business models like this and even when do they do
it takes time to percolate through the strategy process,” he says. “In a really
connected world what a platform business does is to optimize supply and
demand between the producers of certain goods and services and consumers.
It orchestrates those interactions and makes themmore efficient -- just like
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LARGEST GLOBAL COMPANIES IN 2018 VS 2008:
SEVEN OUT OF TEN ARE NOW BASED ON PLATFORM
BUSINESS MODELS

2018
RANK COMPANY FOUNDED USBn

1. 1976 890

2. 1998 768

3. 1975 680

4. 1994 592

5. 2004 545

6. 1998 526

7. 1955 496

8. 1999 488

9. 1886 380

10. 1871 375

2008
RANK COMPANY FOUNDED USBn

1. 1999 728

2. 1870 492

3. 1892 358

4. 1997 344

5. 1984 336

6. 1989 332

7. 1975 313

8. 1907 266

9. 2000 257

10. 1885 238

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

* Companies based on the platform model Sources : Bloomberg, Google
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farmers’ markets or stock exchanges do. In a digital world you can putmany,
many more types of people together, as eBay and then Apple, Facebook,
Amazon and Alibaba, have demonstrated. European companies are starting
to wake up but they are five years behind and their cultures are certainly
not digital.”

Why Companies And Countries Need
To Embrace Platforms
Whilemany established firms believe that platformmodels are only relevant
in a business to consumer (B2C) context, it is the business to business
(B2B) world that is currently seeing the most activity,” says Launchworks’
Laure Claire Reillier, a former senior executive at eBay Europe who has
worked for a number of high-growth startups and established tech firms.
She cites as examples recent B2B platform developments in many verticals
(Siemens’ EasySpareParts marketplace), boutique law firm services (Lexoo),
and office supplies for businesses (Amazon Business marketplace).
Reillier sees B2B and B2C platforms emerging in many sectors including
retail, education, healthcare, transport, agritech, fintech and real estate.
Business author Choudary, a World Economic Forum Young Global Leader
and publisher of a blog called From Pipes to Platforms, believes platform
business models will also be adopted in logistics, manufacturing and
industries that rely on heavy engineering. “Blockchain and digital ledger-
based initiativeswill be an important starting point to creating interoperability
in traditional industries and, over the coming years, we will see new
platforms coming up around these initiatives,” he says in a blog posting.
He makes a case for why not only companies but countries need to pay
attention to platform models.
The platform economy is reshaping global trade, he says. Global small
and medium-sized business trade is on the rise, driven by the growth of
platforms such as Alibaba (see the story on page x), which allow much
smaller enterprises to participate in global trade, without the need to
invest in their own supply chains. As these platforms scale, control over
trade could shift from countries to these digital platforms. In a world
dominated by platform companies that offer ways for customers and
companies to connect, countries that want to act as global trade hubs
must think like a platform nation, Choudary said during a presentation
at the Platform Economy Summit in Berlin.

Key Takeaways From The Most Successful
Platform Plays
So what can traditional companies learn from platform players? In China
an example of a traditional corporation transforming its business model is
PingAn, an insurance company that decided five years ago to reframe itself
as a technology companywithfinancial services licenses as awayof embedding
itself more deeply into more aspects of peoples everyday lives. “They have
created a portfolio of platformbusinesses that are directly related to insurance:
in healthcare, connecting patients with doctors; in automotive for buying
and selling cars; and even in entertainment,” says Torrance. “Thanks in part
to these moves, PingAn is now themost valuable insurance company in the
world.” In South Africa Naspers, a 100-year-old company, transformed from
being a printer of newspapers to a digital and platform company in the last
five years. It took a stake early on in Chinese Internet giant Tencent that is
now worth more than the whole of all their companies combined, built up
a global online classified business called OLX and acquired a stable of tech
and platform businesses like food delivery startup Delivery Hero.
Torrance says American incumbents are starting to be bolder. He points to
Walmart’s acquisitions of Jet.com and Flipkart. “These have already started

COVER STORY

WINNERS TODAY HAVE INVESTED HEAVILY
IN PLATFORM BUSINESS MODELS AS PART OF A
SYNERGISTIC PORTFOLIO
BUSINESS MODEL
(RELATIVE ALLOCATION OF CAPITAL)

Digital
Masters

Platform
services
Software
services
Physical
prouducts

Core
business

Typical
incumbents
(worlwide)

TELCOAUTOMOTIVEFINANCIAL SERVICES

Source : Simon Torrance, 2018
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Platforms & Ecosystems’ Rotating C-Level Steering Committee. He cites
three lessons the company learned from being a B2B digital pioneer: Rather
than build your own data centers, partner with technology companies and
focus on your core competency; volume isn’t necessarily a goal on B2B
platforms, focus instead on strong partnerships with the people you want
to reach in your sector; the best way to prompt the necessary cultural change
is to pair digital natives with the company’s in-house industry experts.
“Transforming an incumbent business model to be fit for a digital economy
is very hard,” says Torrance. “If you look at the top 1,000 publicly traded
companies worldwide the amount traditional companies have invested in
platform strategies -- the most powerful digital business model -- is still tiny.
You need to boldly re-allocate capital and resources if you want to be able
to play in this market.”

How To Get Started
So what steps should corporates take to get started? Don’t try to develop a
platform strategy entirely within the existing corporate structures, warns
Torrance. “It will fail due to cultural challenges and existing metrics. Create

to pay dividends,” he says. “Walmart hasmoved from 15million SKUs (stock
keeping units or unique items for sale) to 60 million. That sums up the
power of creating a platform. By having a system that allows and incentivizes
others to plug into it, Walmart could quadruple the number of SKUs offered
to customerswithout taking on inventory risk. This is essentiallywhat Amazon
did 18 years ago -- let other people fulfill their customer requirements and
rent out their infrastructure to enable it. This results in stickier customers
and a lower cost structure funded by others.” General Electric (GE) has been
using platform thinking for a different purpose. It wanted to figure out how
other people could develop useful applications that would help customers
leverage GE’s increasingly connected machines. So, GE decided to create
an ecosystem of innovators to create digital solutions for customers. The
idea was that GE Digital would be at the heart of this platform and generate
significant new revenue streams from the platform. “The visionwas excellent
and GE was a trailblazer for traditional corporates but unfortunately GE
Digital was established in a pretty traditional way within an organization
that has big fundamental challenges,” Torrance says.
“The evolution of GE Digital is still being written,” says Karthik Suri, General
Electric’s Chief Operating Officer and a member of the Forum’s Digital

EUROPE’S LEADING COMPANIES ARE LAGGING
BEHIND/THE US HAS CREATED MORE, LARGER
PLATFORM-ENABLED BUSINESSES
Distribution of predominant business models, 2017
(Top 50 listed companies)

R&D AS % OF REVENUE
TOP 50 LISTED COMPANIES

2011
2016
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a separate unit to invent the future, allow it to work in a different way and,
crucially, have it report directly to the CEO, not the core, otherwise any
innovation will be stifled and killed,” he says. Try new approaches, like joint
ventures with entrepreneurs, to grab opportunities fast before they disappear
and to build up experience and knowledge, he advises. “One of the best
methods is to proactively create joint ventureswith proven tech entrepreneurs
whereby the entrepreneurs can leverage a corporate’s assets but don’t have
towork for the corporate,” he says. One example is Factor10, an independent
corporate company builder, which is workingwith European energy provider
Vattenfall and other incumbents. (See the story on page X.) Factor10 is a
member of the Forum’s Platform Economy executive working group.
“Nowadays there aremore andmore entrepreneurs who have experience of
creating and scaling platform businessmodels, whomay have recently exited
a venture and are looking for the next big thing but don’t want to start from
scratch,” says Torrance, a venture partner at Factor10. “Big corporates are
very slow to change their internal culture and can’t move very quickly, but
they have cash and great assets. So it makes sense to create a portfolio of
joint venture ‘speedboats’ with successful entrepreneurs to grab new ‘white
space’ market opportunities fast. This model is relatively new but proving
very popular.”

Hybrid Models
Not all companies require a full move to a pure platform model, says
Launchworks’ Laure Claire Reillier. “More often than not, we see the need
to shift towards ahybridmodel, orwhatwe call a platform-poweredecosystem,
in which the existing traditional model of the firm is supplemented by a
platformbusiness for someactivities, as a key success factor for differentiation,”
she says. For example, a manufacturer could add a marketplace of spare
parts or a platform of complementary value-added services. A retailer could
supplement its inventory with a long tail of complementary products.
This combination of traditionalmodels and platforms is at the heart of many
successful businesses, says Reillier. Apple uses a value chain to produce its
hardware – rawmaterials are transformed into phones and laptops that are
then sold at a margin. But increasingly the value of the firm is driven by its
millions of apps, through the platform app store. “The beauty of a platform-

powered ecosystem is that the combination of businesses – phone and app
store - is worth more than the sum of its parts,” she says. “In fact, this is the
rationale behind Apple’s decision to stop reporting hardware sales. They
want analysts to start assessing them on the health of their ecosystem – and
the margin generated - rather than the number of products sold.”

Platform 2.0
Established companies not only have to play catch-up, they may have to
leapfrog since some of the best-known Platform 1.0 platforms, including
Amazon, Facebook and Google, are now heavily investing and developing
AI [artificial intelligence] and blockchain technologies that will help them
create Platform2.0models, says Reillier. She notes that AmazonWeb Services
has recently launched two new blockchain products for its Cloud offering,
while Google Cloud’s division is catching-up fast. There are also many
rumors surrounding Facebook’s growing blockchain team and what their
leader David Marcus might be working on.“The question is: will today’s
successful Platforms 1.0 use these new technologies to simply make their
current platform model more efficient or will they enable different, more
decentralized, more transparent, more cooperative new business models,
where governance principles are co-developed by the community,” says
Reillier. “Smart contract ecosystems like Ethereum pave the way to enable
new organizational models that we call Platforms 2.0. We are at the very
beginning of this trend, and probably a few years beforewidespread adoption,
but it is important to keep an eye on this next wave of disruption.”

State of Play
The adoption of a platformmodel -- like Amazonwith itsmarketplace, Apple
with its appstore, or Alibaba from birth -- shouldmean a big improvement in
financial performance metrics. This is why you see car companies investing
in ride hailing or other platform business models, says Torrance. “But these
are still relatively tiny, tiny investments and they are not really moving the
needle because full commitment to the principles of the platform business
model are not there yet,” he says. Germany’s Klöckner has invested in an open
digital platform to try and help the whole steel distribution market operate
more efficiently. (See the story on page 18.) But, it is very early days. On the
industrial side, Schneider Electric, Bosch and Siemens are launching new IoT

COVER STORY
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platforms, but these are still very technology focused. “I really can’t point to
a European company today and say that company has taken bold shifts to
radically transform their overall businessmodel with a platform strategy. Less
than2%of companieshave committed toboldplatform-basedgrowth strategies
let alone proved their ability to successfully implement them,” Torrance says.

Will Open Innovation Platforms Help Corporate
Europe Move Forward ?
Although research shows that the U.S. and China have created more and
larger platform-enabled businesses and that Europe is not investing enough
in new businessmodels (see the charts), Rahymn Kress, Chief Digital Officer
and Chairman of the Digital Executive Committee at Henkel, a 143-year-
old German conglomerate, says he remains bullish on Europe.
In addition to overseeing his own company’s digital transformation Kress
has launched HenkelX, an open innovation platform that brings together a
diverse network of partners and experts sharing knowledge, views and
ideas. “It is an agile, hyper-connected and entrepreneurial platform for
collaboration and innovation,” he says, and its aim is to help the entire
European market move forward by collectively driving industrial business

models. Henkel joined the Forum’s Digital Platforms & Ecosystems’ Rotating
C-Level Steering Committee because it, too, is acting as a kind of platform
for collaboration on business models, he says. “The initiative brings together
global representatives from corporations and start-ups as well as academia
and government, policy-makers and policy-shapers, who share an interest
in how digital platforms operate, how corporations are looking to set up
digital businesses and engage in ecosystems, as well as understanding the
complexities related to trust and governance surrounding digital platforms
and ecosystems,” says Kress. “It is clear that platforms will bring about
transformational change, but there are a number of challenges that must
be addressed. And the Forum has taken the initiative to confront these
challenges. Platforms are hard to build and leaders must establish an
environment in which they can flourish. The rapid pace of technological
progress, cultural and organizational transformation, outdated regulations
and irrelevant metrics are key priorities for policy-makers and business
leaders to address.” Thanks to HenkelX and the Forum executive working
group, Kress says he thinks that in 2019 “we will see a by far more engaged
corporate Europe that has understood that there are big opportunities and
also threats if corporates don’t engage.”
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One of the biggest benefits of the digital platform business
model is the so-called network effect which occurs when a company’s
product or service becomes more valuable as usage increases. And China’s
Alibaba, the country’s largest ecommerce provider-which is also active in
cloud computing, online-to-offline retail, financing services and smart
logistics services - is a perfect case study.
It is one of the most powerful platforms in the world. The company began
life in 1999 as an e-commerce provider. Its business mushroomed, giving
it a valuation of $21.8 billion when it went public in 2014. That was only
the beginning. Alipay, the payments business it created to help it establish
trust between clients on its network, was spun-off into a new stand-alone
business, Ant Financial, which is now ranked as one of the most valuable
financial services businesses in the world and a powerful platform in its
own right. (See the story page 14) Alibaba’s e-commerce business has
continued growing: it recently broke its own record by racking up $30.8
billion sales in one 24-hour period during China’s Singles Day, an annual

Alibaba’sNetwork
Effect
— One of the leading technology companies in
the world is now poised to play an increasingly larger
role in the future of global trade
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November 11 Chinese shopping spree. It is also breathing new life into
China’s physical stores, including supermarkets, malls and Mom and Pop
shops, one illustration of Alibaba’s New Retail model. To that end, Alibaba
has invested more than $9 billion in brick and mortar stores since 2015.
It is also extending its reach by providing technology services to its clients,
becoming the go-to-provider for AI nervous systems for smart cities in
China, and it is helping to digitalize the global supply chain, facilitating
trade for small and medium-sized businesses (SMES).
Alibaba’s stated mission - it’s ‘massive transformational purpose’ - is to
‘make it easy to do business anywhere’. It can only achieve this by leveraging
others, orchestrating an ecosystem of many different parties to serve unmet
market needs, says Simon Torrance, an independent advisor to boards on
business model innovation and a member of the World Economic Forum’s
Digital Platforms & Ecosystems executive working group. «This new type
of business model - using platform thinking to enable it - is what has
catapulted its growth. Alibaba said it was ‘creating an ecosystem’ over 100
times in its IPO prospectus in 2014. It understands what this really means
in practice in ways that 98% of leaders of traditional businesses do not.»

An Electronic Silk Road
In early December Alibaba announced that it was extending its electronic
world trade platform (eWTP) initiative, which seeks to lower barriers to
global trade for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), to Europe.
The eWTP was conceived by Ma, currently Alibaba’s executive chairman,
in 2016 as an electronic Silk Road that would give SMEs the ability to
sell anywhere in the world. It already operates in Malaysia and Rwanda.
The benefits of using eWTP hubs include speedy customs clearance, logistics
support and minimal tariffs.
Some 98% of European companies being small to medium businesses,
Alibaba chief executive Daniel Zhang said in a statement themove «signifies
our initial and expanded effort to enhance inclusive trade opportunities
for these businesses in Belgium and across Europe.»
As part of that initiative, Alibaba-owned Cainiao Smart Logistics Network
signed a contract with Belgium’s Liege Airport to lease a 220,000-square
metre site where the Chinese company will build a smart logistics hub.
Alibaba estimated the project will entail an initial investment of €75million
euros with the first phase of operations expected to start in 2021.
The Liege smart hub will allow products to be shipped anywhere in the
world within 72 hours, an important ingredient for success for both buyers
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and sellers. «We see ourselves as a technology company that uses data in
cooperation with our partners to improve the consumer experience, » says
Terry von Bibra, General Manager, Europe, Alibaba Group.
Alibaba benefits not just from additional revenues but also from collecting
insights. « We are a platform business that include B2B, B2C, and B2B2C»
says von Bibra. The way our platforms are built are ideally virtuous circles,
the more you put in the stronger you get. The more participants the better.
Data is the new fuel, making our ecosystem more and more efficient and
more and more valuable.» Alibaba doesn’t think in terms of online or
offline, von Bibra says. In China it is helping offline shops to connect to
the network. «We are taking an approach that might seem hugely inefficient
and making it offline and online agnostic.» he says. «The eWTP hub is part
of the same approach. Getting a package from one place to another and
making it affordable requires a level of scale. So how do we involve other
companies like sellers and logistics providers ? We give them a platform.
» Platforms enable much smaller enterprises to participate in global trade

without investing in their own supply chains. Alibaba enables a significant
portion of SME trade and has moved to financing these SMEs in China,
notes business author and platform specialist Sangeet Paul Choudary,
another member of the World Economic Forum’s Digital Platforms &
Ecosystems executive working group
Platforms that facilitate interactions and capture datawill have an increasingly
larger role to play in the future of global trade, Choudary says in a blog
posting. « As these platforms get bigger and benefit from winner-take-all
scenarios, we may see control points over trade shifting from political
countries to digital platforms, » he says« Make no mistake: The rise of
platform-led trade is one of the defining shifts of our times.»

J.L.S.

Jack Ma, the billionaire founder of Alibaba
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HowAnAlibaba
Spin-OffBecameA
$150BillionCompany
— Ant Financial demonstrates the power of platform
business models

Ant Financial, which got its start powering Chinese Internet giant
Alibaba’se-commerceplatformandwaslaterspunoutasasseparatebusiness,
demonstrates how platform businessmodels allow companies to successfully
extend into adjacent businesses. Alibabaused its original business – ecommerce
- and technology to move into payment solutions. The payments business
begat Ant Financial, which today has a valuation of around $150 billion,
making it one of the most valuable financial companies in the world. (See
the chart). Ant Financial grew out of Alipay, a mobile and online payment
platform that launched in 2004 and contributed significantly to Alibaba’s
ability to succeed. (See the story on Alibaba on page X) “Alipay was initially
established as a third-party escrow service to bridge the gap in trust between
online buyers and sellers,” says Douglas Feagin, president of Ant Financial’s
International Business Group. “By utilizing this escrow account, complete
strangers became comfortable transacting online with each other. Once our
users were able to conduct e-commerce, they naturally developed other
needs such as financing,wealthmanagement and insurance,whichmotivated
us to offer an innovative suite of these services built around the core payment
use case.” Recently Ant Financial launched a new brand devoted to yet
another adjacent business: providing advanced technology services to financial
institutions. “Whenever we decide to move into a new area, our first
consideration is always whether it is a solution that our clients need, that
no one else has been able or willing to provide,” says Feagin. “This stands
in contrast to the traditional metrics of whether a new service has the
potential to become a profit-making business.”

An Open Platform, Driven By Technology
And Ambition
At press time Ant Financial was rumored to be in advanced talks to buy
U.K. currency transfer service WorldFirst. The Chinese company, which
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previously tried and failed to buy Moneygram, a U.S. money transfer
service, said it could not comment. Ant’s current business operations
include:
— Alipay: The biggest player in China’s $17 trillion online paymentsmarket,

handles transactions onAlibaba’s Taobao andTmall e-commerce platforms
but has evolved into a lifestyle enabler. Users can hail a taxi, book a hotel,
buy movie tickets, pay utility bills, make appointments with doctors, or
purchase wealth management products directly fromwithin the app. In
addition to online payments, Alipay is expanding to in-store offline
payments both inside and outside of China. Alipay’s in-store payment
service covers over 40 countries and regions across the world, and tax
reimbursement via Alipay is supported in 29 countries and regions. It
also works with over 250 overseas financial institutions and payment
solution providers to enable cross-border payments for Chinese travelling
overseas and overseas customers who purchase products from Chinese
e-commerce sites. Alipay currently supports 27 currencies.

— Yu’e Bao: What began as an online spare cash management platform
within the Alipay app that enables users to efficiently manage their spare
funds tomake online and offline purchases hasmorphed into theworld’s
largest money market fund with more than $200 billion in assets.

— Ant Fortune: A wealth management platform launched in 2015 that
uses technology to connect financial institutions with individual users
who have little financial expertise and helps them understand wealth
management products and services. Through Ant Fortune’s platform
and Alipay, users can purchase these products as well as obtain market
information, participate in forums, and access other services. Ant Fortune
also aims to address the needs of financial institutions that lack efficient
channels to engage with and understand the needs of users, through
innovations such as AI-powered operational optimization, marketing,
and risk management. More than 110 mutual-fund asset management
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companies in China have joined the platform, providing over 4,000
products to tens of millions of Ant Fortune users.

— Ant Insurance: Founded in 2015, the Ant Insurance Services Platform
provides technology services to insurance companieswho serve consumers
and small businesses. More than 70% of Ant Insurance employees are
technicians working on innovative technologies to support the insurance
industry. As of January 2018, more than 100 insurance companies in
China had used technology offered by Ant Insurance to collectively
service 510 million customers.

— Zhima Credit:An independent, private, alternative credit service that
aims to bridge the “trust gap” between consumers and businesses by
assessing individuals’ willingness and ability to fulfill a commercial
contract. Users with higher Zhima Credit scores have access to benefits
such as deposit waivers when renting a bike or staying at a hotel.

— Jiebei: Launched in April 2015, is a consumer finance product that
Alipay users can use to meet short-term cash needs. Borrowing quotas
differ from user to user.

— Huabei: Launched in December 2014, it offers a revolving line of
credit to Alipay users for purchases with online and offline businesses.

— MYbank: A private online bank established in June 2015, is the first
bank in Chinato run entirely on the Cloud with no physical branches.
At the end of August, MYbank and its predecessor, Ant Micro Loan,
had served the financing needs of 11 million small businesses in China.

— Ant Financial Technology, launched in September of 2018, it offers
large-scale transaction technologies, security technologies, intelligence
technologies, next-generation interaction technologies and blockchain
applications to financial institutions.

Even before the launch of a specific technology brand aimed at the financial
industry, the company says Ant Financial’s technology products and services
have improved efficiency and lowered costs at approximately 200 financial

institutions, including more than 100 banks, over 60 insurance companies,
and more than 40 asset management firms and security brokers.
XiHu, the company’s deputy chief technology officer, notes that Ant Financial’s
technologies have withstood the tests of some of the world’s most extreme
use cases through in-house use. For example, in the large-scale financial
transaction portfolio Alipay, Ant Financial’s mobile payment and lifestyle
platform,was able to process a record breaking 256,000 payment transactions
per second at the peak of the 2017 Singles’ Day Shopping Festival. In May
2018, several banks signed strategic cooperation agreements with Ant
Financial to support their digital transformation. And, a month later, Ant
Financial announced that it would share a full suite of artificial intelligence
capabilities with asset management companies to increase operational
efficiency and reduce costs. “Ourmission is financial inclusion—we believe
that financial services should be easy to use, low cost and available to the
many, not the few,” says Ant Financial’s Feagin. “We can only achieve this
objective through an open platform, driven by technology. We work closely
with a diverse group of partners who create a range of products and services
to serve the widest possible customer base.” Simon Torrance, author of The
NewGrowth Playbook and amember of theWorld Economic Forum’s Digital
Platforms&Ecosystems executiveworking group, says established companies
can learn a lot from Ant Financial. “Facilitating payments is just the hook
to enable Ant Financial to offer high margin technology services and reap
even highermarginmarketplace fees from the ecosystem they are curating,”
says Torrance. “Their open platform approach, enabling competitors as well
as their own internal product teams to transact and innovate efficiently,
puts them at the center of a self-reinforcing and self-sustaining flywheel for
new growth and value creation. Leaders of traditional companies need to
rapidly learn thesenewprinciples of business or be left behind in an increasingly
hyper-connected world.”
J.L.S.

HOW ALIPAY’S APP PULLS USERS INTO OTHER FINANCIAL BUSINESSES AND OFFLINE SERVICES
Once transaction data is obtained via the wallet, Ant financial can offer ancillary financial products according to user
risk profiles. The key to Alipay is unlocking massive opportunities from distribution + data
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PingAn, China’s largest insurer, with a market cap of $180 billion,
decided five years ago to morph from a financial services company to a
technology companywithfinancial services licenses. This radical re-articulation
of its business model now drives everything it does.
The Chinese company « realized that re-allocating capital and resources to
a platform-based strategy was the best way to create new growth and value
in the digital economy, » says Simon Torrance, an independent advisor to
boards on business model innovation and amember of theWorld Economic
Forum’s Digital Platforms & Ecosystems executive working group. « It then
boldly executed against this epiphany in ways that few - if any - traditional
incumbents elsewhere have done.»
The company’s structure today is very different from the one that chairman
andCEOPeterMa started30years ago, says JonathanLarsen,Chief Innovation
Officer of the Group.
« Peter Ma always took the view that there was enormous value in having

PLATFORM ECONOMY

licenses in adjacent financial businesses and those licenses to this day have
the widest range of financial services in a chain that includes a bank, « says
Larsen. « We have a whole range of new generation fintech businesses as
well. »
Today there are 32 businesses in the group and only two are material

acquisitions, he says. « Every other business has been grown from nothing.
That’s the culture of PingAn, to grow the business from a standing start. »
The next phase of the company was all about market share and volume
growth rather than shareholder value, says Larsen. The focus was on the
right product mix, smart risk taking and the right sales and service models.
Mamade a crucial decision to pivot from products to client services early on
and integratedallofPingAn’s call centersandallof its customerscommunications
in one place, integrated databases across every single entity. « The next phase
was really using this businesses to pivoting thewhole company around client
services, » says Larsen.
Mawatched Alibaba and TenCent emerging as significant players in China

using completely new business models that would have a transformative
effect and offer awhole range of opportunitieswhich the offlineworldwould
not be able to capture. At that point PingAn began its journey to becoming
a deep technology company, Larsen says. The company decided to very
quickly digitize everything it did. « If you became a PingAn insurance agency
you were recruited online, trained online, and your customer relationship
management software was driven bymobile and tablets and your customer
marketing integrated into social networks, » says Larsen. « To this day I am
unaware of any company that does everything digitally end-to-end the way
PingAn does. »

Going Digital
PingAn then decided not only to move all of its operations onto the cloud
but to create its own cloud. « We have 180 million financial clients, 500
million digital users across all of the proprietary eco-system, » says Larsen.
« Thiswas a really, really significant thing to do. The simplification it achieved
and the integration ofwhat previouslywas connected but separate technology
allowed a different level of agility and cost-effectiveness. » From there the
company started to invest into a range of new technologies that were
transformative.
PingAn has used the platformmodel to branch out from insurance, banking
and asset management into healthcare, automotive and entertainment. (see
the chart). And the company’s early embrace of cutting-edge technology has
helped PingAn increase efficiency, reduce costs, improve customer experience,

HowPingAnBecame
OneOfTheWorld’s
MostValuable
InsuranceCompanies
— A platform-based strategy has helped it create
new growth and value
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strengthen risk management, and sharpen the group’s competitive edge.
For example, the company helped pioneer the use of facial recogniztion
technology. « That allowed us to eliminate ID fraud in China and build our
own voice print technology so when you contact one of our call centers we
know who you are from the moment you open your mouth,» says Larsen.
PingAn claims to be thefirst in theworld to applymicro-expression recognition
technology in its lending arm. Over 500 billion yuan in loans have been
facilitated using the technology, says the company, helping it cut credit losses
by 60% and shorten the approval time from five days to two hours.
The company has also launched dozens of start-ups focused on areas such
asmedical care,financial technology, online car sales and artificial intelligence.
One of the conglomerate’s start-ups, OneConnect started as an internal unit
that developed financial technology for the group. It has since launched an
outward-facing business that sells such technology to small banks, insurance
companies and non-bank financial institutions around China.

Basedon fourcore technologies,biometrics,AI, blockchainandcloudcomputing,
OneConnect provides intelligent solutions in sales, riskmanagement, products,
services and operations to 483 banks, 42 insurance companies and 2,400
non-bank financial institutions nationwide. In 2018 OneConnect started
introducing the technological solutions tooverseasmarkets. Today,OneConnect
is servingfinancial institutions in Thailand and Indonesia, among other South
East Asian markets, putting OneConnect on the map of global competitors
in fintech.
Expect the company to continue moving into adjacencies. « It is healthy to
keep evolving as an organization and be unafraid to cannibalize your own
business to create something better, » Larsen says.

J.L.S.
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Klöckner&Co.,oneofthelargestproducer-independentdistributors
of steel and metal products worldwide, is not the first company that comes
to mind when thinking about digital pioneers even though the 113-year-
old German group has arguably earned that moniker. It is among the first
traditional business-to-business (B2B) companies in Europe to adapt the
platform business model popularized by Internet giants. Platform business
models create ecosystems that attract, match and connect different groups
across the globe and enable them to interact. Unlike traditional linear value
chains, in platform models value is distributed across a dynamic network
of customers, suppliers and competitors, creating a network effect that has
allowed new businesses to grow at an unprecedented rate. Apple, Facebook,
Amazon, Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent are all examples of companies that
have done just that (see the cover story). They have grown exponentially
by placing themselves at the center of ecosystems.
Klöckner, which has a distribution and service network of about 170 locations
in 13 countries supplying around 130,000 customers, began fully digitizing
its supply and service chain five years ago. Online transactions already
contribute 23% of the group’s €6 billion 2017 sales revenues. The goal is
to shift a total of 60% of its business to digital in the next three years. It has
separately created an independent open industry platform called XOM
Materials which it hopes will become the dominant global ecosystem not
just for steel andmetal but also neighboring industries that supplymaterials

to the construction industry: think cement, screws or even plastics.Gisbert
Rühl, the company’s CEO, says he was first sold on the concept of going
digital following a visit to Silicon Valley in 2014. While the first generation
of large Internet platforms disrupted digitizable services like music, the
second generation of so-called online to offline, or O2O, platforms covered
wide-ranging groups of consumer-driven industries like urban transportation
(Uber and Lyft), lodging (Airbnb) and food delivery (Just Eat and Delivery
Hero). Rühl’s light bulb moment came when he realized that the same
fundamentals that drive consumer 020 platforms can also be applied to
goods and services that companies trade with each other.
The key takeaway was that “platforms will become the dominant business
model of the 21st century, not only in B2C but also in B2B,”says Rühl,
Faced with pressure onmargins and convinced that platforms would define
the future, Rühl set about the difficult business of transforming not only his
company but also the way the entire steel distribution industry works. His
reasoning? If Klöckner didn’t do it someone else would. Rühl’s insight has
proved to be prescient: After successfully disrupting numerous traditional
industries with its platform approach Amazon now sells industrial-grade
steel online.
Klöckner is one of over 50 large corporations such as Henkel, Schneider
Electric, Deutsche Bank and General Electric that are participating in the
Digital Platforms & Ecosystems working group, part of theWorld Economic
Forum’s Digital Economy and Society system initiative. All are grappling
with how to best apply the platform businessmodel to traditional industries.
B2B platforms could represent $10 trillion in socio-economic value creation
from2016 to 2025, according to anAccenture report compiled in partnership
with the World Economic Forum. The report notes that this estimate –
derived from a larger forecast which estimates $100 trillion of value is at
stake through 2025 – may, in fact, be conservative. Separate independent
research confirms that more than 30% of global corporate revenue will
come fromdigital platformsby2025, andyet only 3%of established companies
have adopted an active platform strategy. Klöckner’s transformation holds
important lessons for other B2B companies, says Cristian Citu, Digital
Transformation Lead at the Forum. “There is obviously no silver bullet when
it comes to adopting the digital platform business model, but there are
certainly strong learnings to be taken fromKlöckner,” says Citu. “t is impressive
to observe the way the organization learned from a first attempt to build
their own web shop, and then launched a very successful separate digital
platform which has evolved into a cross-industry platform.”

A Sector In Crisis
Klöckner has long played an important role in the steel industry value chain.
Only customers that buy huge amounts of steel can order directly frommills
and delivery can take up to three months. The German distributer buys
steel from big mills, which it stores in some 170 warehouses around the

Steeling
ForChange
— Germany’s Klöckner is creating an open digital
platform to gird its position in the steel distribution bu-
siness and beyond
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world in order to efficiently serve local markets. Its customers include
construction companies and automakers as well as craftsmen who want to
buy small amounts of steel and for delivery within as little as 24 hours. But
demand for steel in Europe fell 20% after the 2009 global financial crisis
but production remained the same, leading to huge overcapacity. Steel from
China also flooded the European and U.S. markets, putting margins under
pressure. This forced Klöckner to reduce its workforce from 11,700 to 8,700
and close a number of warehouses in Europe. “It was clear that the company
needed to find growth and just closing unprofitable sites could not be the
only solution,” says Christian Pokropp, a Klöckner managing director. “We
saw digitalization as a chance to differentiate ourselves and also to spur
new growth.”
Getting started proved tougher than imagined. “We set up an internal group
to develop innovation for our industry but it soon turned out we were not
innovative enough,” says Pokropp. “Every time someone came up with a
new idea someone else thought of a reason why it should be killed. After a
fewweekswe realized this was thewrong approach and stopped this group.”
An outside advisor was hired who presented ideas that could make it easier
for Klöckner to collaboratewith its clients – basing its suggestions on interviews
with customers. “This customer-focused approach fascinated our CEO,” says
Pokropp. It led to a decision by the company to ask twomanagement trainees
to rentworkspaceat betahaus, aBerlin-based co-working spaceandcommunity

of 500+ entrepreneurs and freelancers. Their mission? Find out if startups
would be interested in working with Klöckner on a customer-focused digital
strategy. Interest was “extremely high because bringing the steel industry
online was better for startups than starting the fifth online shop for pet
food,” says Pokropp. “The potential for B2B marketplaces is far bigger.”
With the help of some local startup talent the group created a separate
company, called klöckner.i, in Dec. 2014, and launched an onlinemarketplace
for Klöckner’s steel customers. “This was really a revolution for the steel
business,” says Pokropp, a member of the board of klöckner.i. “Before we
did this prices were not transparent andmost orders were sent by fax. Now
our clients can order steel via their smart phones. It is waymore comfortable
for them.” klöckner.i also created a service that gives customers an overview
of all of the contracts it has with the company.
“We got very positive feedback fromour customers butwe needed to convince
our sales people,” says Pokropp. “When all the digitalization initiatives
started there was fear that we would further reduce our workforce. We
completely changed our internal communications in order to convince and
educate our people.”
It took several initiatives, the use of digital communication tools and several
years to foster the right cultural change. Along the way a decisionwasmade
to create stronger ties betweenBerlin-based klöckner.i and the parent company
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that are sold in large volumewhile the Klöckner online shop andmarketplace
sells more specialized products in smaller amounts. “Many of our products
require specialized logistics,” says Pokropp. “These cannot be offered by
Amazonbut thismight change in the future sowehave togrowourmarketplace
as soon as possible.”
The idea behind XOMMaterials is to create an open ecosystem that enables
transactions among allmarket participants: steelmills, distributors - including
competitors - and customers. The expectedbenefits for customers are efficiency
gains, better pricing conditions due to higher transparency, faster delivery
times due to network-enforced demand matching, and faster purchase
realization cycles. XOMMaterials also offers advantages to small- andmedium-
sized distributors, allowing them to access larger customer bases by taking
advantage of platform services such as fulfillment and finance. It also aims
to cut distributors’ costs through better demand forecasting. Suppliers and
producers are expected to benefit by becoming less dependent on distributor
networks and partnerships. The XOMMaterials network is being built step
by step. It is first targeting small- andmedium-sized distributors, then large
distributors and eventually the supply side, i.e. large steel mills. The total
addressable steel market in the U.S. and Europe alone is €250 billion. But
Klöckner doesn’t expect to stop there. It is already selling plastic parts into
the construction industry, promptingXOMtochange its name toXOMMaterials.
“The race for the market shares of the future is being decided today,” says
Rühl, the company CEO. “The digitization of existing offline processes is
not enough to be one of the winners. Rather, it is about creating disruptive
business models such as platforms.With our industry know-how and digital
competencies, we have a good chance of playing a decisive role in the
platform business of the steel industry and adjacent sectors.”-
J.L.S.
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in Duisberg. “We found our people in Berlin really needed knowledge of
the traditional business in order to sell steel online,” says Pokropp. “And
people from the traditional business really need to understand what the
people in Berlin are doing so they can contribute to our future success.”
Klöckner employees from all over the world are regularly sent to work in
the Berlin digitalization unit for twomonths, spending 50% of their working
time helping further the group’s digital strategy. Some of them act as digital
ambassadors when they are sent back to their business units. Klöckner has
also launched a digital academy that offers online courses about e-business.
More than 1,100 employees have already signed up, says Pokropp.Managers
are also expected to have a basic knowledge of coding and take classes that
expose them to startup thinking, such as agile working and launching
minimally viable products.
“The most difficult part of the digital transformation is the cultural change
that accompanies it,” says Rühl, “to convince your own employees and
customers of the benefits of digital distribution channels and inspire them
to embrace new forms of cooperation.”

The Move To Open Marketplaces
In 2018 the company opened up its marketplaces: first creating a digital
platform for third-party sellers, like distributors who offer complimentary
products such as a steel grade that Klöckner does not have in its portfolio,
so that it could offer customers a wider range of products, and then creating
a spin-off calledXOMMaterials, the completely independent industry platform
thatwas launched in Feb. 2018. Ten distributors, including some of Klöckner’s
direct competitors, are live on the XOMMaterials platform and about 100
customers have registered. The platform is focused on commodity products
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Like other energy companies, Sweden’s Vattenfall, one of Europe’s
largest producers of electricity and heat, is grappling with smaller margins,
increased competition and adapting an asset-heavy business to an increasingly
data-centric, service-driven world.
“We saw how digitalization was changing other industries intensely and
didn’t have a clue how it would effect energy markets in the future,” says
Juliane Schulze, who heads up business development for renewable energy
assets at the utility, which sells electricity, heat, gas and energy services
to around 14million customers in Sweden, Germany, Netherlands, Denmark
and the U.K.
Eager to create new revenue streams, the utility set up a new firm from
scratch in 2017 and enticed outsiders to run it. Today, that company,
Berlin-based Solytic, is running a vendor-independent solar analytics
platform with the aim of cutting the cost of operating photovoltaic panels
for business customers such as maintenance companies servicing factories,
small and medium sized businesses, and farms. The company’s technology
– which includes artificial intelligence and Internet of Things hardware –
replaces manual monitoring systems. It is able to tell businesses in real-
time that one ormore of its photovoltaic (PV) power plants is only operating
at a fraction of full-capacity, that this is abnormal based on the data

HowANewData
PlatformBusiness
CouldEnergizeA
110-Year-OldElectric
Utility
— Vattenfall is expecting a decentralized, large-scale
solar energy analytics business to generate exponential
growth

ENERGY

collected from similar installations, andmake a recommendation. Bloomberg
New Energy Finance forecasts that installed solar capacity will increase
14-fold worldwide by 2040. This is expected to lead to a growing demand
for tools that help optimize return on investment. Solytic’s own market
research estimates that around 25% of all solar-PV installations are
underperforming. But that is just the start. The plan is to evolve the service
to a multi-sector platform business model that will not only leverage the
vast amounts of data it collects from solar installations but also add in
other sectors, such as insurance and financial services.
“Solytic’s ability to aggregate millions of data points across hundreds of
thousands of solar energy assets will ultimately not only make these assets
more efficient for their owners but lay the groundwork for a decentralized,
large-scale trading platform that our future digital energy economy needs,”
says Michael Stephanblome, a co-founder of Factor10, an independent
corporate company builder that helped Vattenfall build Solytic.

Moving From A 10X Factor On Margins
To 100X Or More
Although Vattenfall’s wind and solar renewal energy businesses are relatively
young, the division had already grown to over 500 people by 2016 - about
80% of them engineers – and had established structures and processes
that made it difficult to be entrepreneurial and agile, says Schulze.
“We wanted to understand what the energy market looks like from the
perspective of entrepreneurs, to know how they see the world through
their digital glasses, to look at what we could learn from business models
from totally different industries and how we could transform from being
asset driven to being data driven,” she says. To that end, Schulze started
speaking to members of the Berlin startup community and eventually
connected with Factor10, a member of theWorld Economic Forum’s Digital
Platforms & Ecosystems working group, which focuses on how to best
apply the platform business model to traditional industries. Factor10’s
team is comprised of over 100 tech entrepreneurs and industry experts
with a long track record in the European startup and digital ecosystem.
It partners with big corporations and helps them create new digital ventures
and adopt the powerful platform business models that the world’s largest
Internet companies have used to grow exponentially. (Other clients include
Adidas and Allianz.)
Brainstorming with Factor10 led to the idea of creating a solar monitoring
and analytics product that has the potential to grow into a platform business.
In July of 2017 Factor10 recruited Johannes Burgard, an engineer and
project manager with five years experience working at Airbus and other
companies. Initially hired as an entrepreneur-in-residence at Factor10,
Burgard began creating a minimally viable product with the tech team at
Factor10 and Alwin Nagel, a Vattenfall employee who left the parent
company to work on the project full-time. Solytic was established as a
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separate legal entity in the summer of 2017. The young company hit all
of its milestones, leading Vattenfall to invest €3 million at the end of 2017.
Solytic is run by Burgard, Nagel and Konrad Perényi, an entrepreneur with
11 years of experience working for digital ventures such as Rocket Internet.
Shareholding is split among Vattenfall, Factor10 and the three founders.
“Changing a big company is like turning around a tanker,” says Burgard.
“But we can be agile and move fast.”
In addition to an innovative company structure “Solytic has the ability to
really leverage the data that they show to their customers,” says Schulze.
“The data science layer is very under-developed in this industry. They have
strong partnerships and a strong tech team in place that is able to analyze
the root causes for failures. This is a completely new market segment in
Europe.”
By automating and improving on today’s manual monitoring of industrial
PV installations Solytic can, among other things, lower risks for banks and
insurance companies, says Burgard. “Thewhole idea of providing knowledge
and creating more transparency for every single party that is involved in

the community is far more interesting,” he says. “By interlinking service
providers with the owners of solar assets we can move from a 10X factor
onmargins to 100X ormore. Tapping into thismarketwill lead to exponential
growth. That is where the magic happens.”
Vattenfall says it believes in that vision. “Once you have cracked the software-
as-a-service analytics nut and you have a substantial customer base and
you have enough data, you can start to provide a lot of interesting services
to clients that are adjacent to the energy market,” says Schulze. “For
example, grid operators need detailed data about fluctuations in renewable
energy sources. This is very hard to predict. If you can develop data science
for weather – as one example – and the analytics are developed well
enough you can grab a substantial share of that market. Car-sharing
companies may want to use time-sharing cars when prices are cheap
because solar production is cheap. That could be a very nice service for
this kind of customer group. And if you are able to provide information
about the performance of assets to insurance companies or banks that
help them judge their risks that could also be a valuable service. There is
the possibility with this platform to create a whole ecosystem of services
based on data.”
J.L.S.
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ADigitalPlatformFor
Pensions
— A German startup is targeting the €10 billion
market for corporate pension administration in Europe,
with industry buy-in

The corporate pension system in Europe,which is bogged down
by bureaucracy and mountains of paperwork, is badly in need of a digital
update. Changes – such as moving to a new employer and taking your
pension with you, or simply updating a surname after marriage - require
loads of paper forms and faxes, causing headaches and months of delays.
And the inefficiency carries a huge price tag.
There are about 15 million corporate pension polices in Germany alone
and about 100 million in Europe. The estimated overhead per policy per
annum is between €100 and €200. The typical savings in a corporate
pension is around €1000 per person per year. “If €200 of that or 20% per
annum is wasted over 30 years it makes a huge difference: people have
significantly less to retire on,” says Malte Dummel, chief financial officer
at Xpension, a German startup.
Xpension is using the platform business model to build a new type of
ecosystem: an independent software-as-a-service that provides a shared
service interface among pension product providers, insurance agents,
companies and employees. The platform aims to facilitate and slash the
cost of creating new and managing existing pension policies.
The Munich-based startup is currently focusing on Germany, the largest
and most complex market in Europe with a €3 billion annual cost for
administrating employer-related pension plans. There are over 80 life
insurers in Germany, 350,000 companies and around 50 worker unions.

“Only a digital solution can solve this,” says Xpension chairman Lars Hinrichs,
founder of the European career-oriented social network Xing, which has
a currentmarket capitalization ofmore than $1.5 billion. AlthoughXpension’s
approach is disruptive it has buy-in from traditional industry players.
Global insurer Talanxwas the first to join Xpension. Others quickly followed.
Twenty of Germany’s biggest life insurers, including Zurich, Signal Iduna
and Sparkasse Verischerung, which together represent the majority of life
insurers in Germany, more than 5,000 insurance agents, and more than
1,800 companies are already using the platform, the company says. It sees
more opportunities for growth of the platform in Germany by targeting
themarket for private pensions as well as “social partners” i.e. the employer
and union groups, who, thanks to a new law,will increasingly help employees
choose and enroll in pension funds. The startup also has ambitious plans
to expand the Xpension platform to other countries on the Continent.
Xpension’s creation comes at a time when public pensions are shrinking
significantly, leading to an increase in demand for work-related and private
pensions. The upside for Europe’s aging population is that the digital
platform will makes pensions more transparent, understandable and
accessible for everybody, says Hinrichs, a World Economic Forum Young
Global Leader.

Changing The Industry Model
When Xpension CEO Martin Bockelmann, an insurance industry veteran,
founded the company in 2007 it, like every other player in the industry,
was set up towork in an analogueworld. He saw the potential in digitization
and built up a team and investors who shared that vision. “We looked at
the value chain and realized we could change the entire model of the
industry,” he says.
Individual insurance companies could not create such an ecosystem, says
Bockelmann. The platform had to be vendor-independent in order to be
inclusive. As the provider of the only neutral, fully-digital platform in
Germany Xpension reduces the cost of administering pension polices for
insurers and companies by up to 80%, facilitates more effective distribution
by agents through a consumer-friendly advisory software and rapid processing,
and enables consumers to be better informed about one of themost important
financial decisions they will make, he says.

The administration and distribution of work-related pension polices in
Germany is often manual and requires 30 or more different steps, is slow
(six months or longer in some cases) and complex, with some 8,000
variables. It is also costly for insurers, companies and agents who spend

PLATFORM ECONOMY
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an estimated 25 million hours or more per year managing them, says
company CFO Dummel, who previously spent eight years at Goldman
Sachs in pension advisory, corporate finance and technology M &A.
In October Xpension raised a $24 million funding round led by Armada
Investment. Daniel S. Aegerter, Armada’s Executive Chairman and founder
of Tradex Technologies, a B2B software company, joined Xpension’s
Supervisory Board, which also includes Hinrichs and Herbert Henzler, the
former European CEO of McKinsey. Existing investors, led by Hinrichs,
plus an international network of 20 venture capital, technology and insurance
industry veterans, also participated in the round. Xpension says it plans
to use part of the new funding to roll out technology that will help industry
players implement a 2018 German law that mandates sector-wide auto-
enrollment in corporate pension plans.
The new German law gives employer and union groups the power to
oversee work-related pension adoption and help employees with informed
decision-making. So, in parallel to working with insurers, Xpension is
partnering with these employer and union groups. These groups can
distribute Xpension consumer accounts directly to their members, helping
the startup’s platform quickly reach up to 10 million employees looking
for information about pensions.
Xpension allows employees and consumers to manage their own pension
policies, making it easy for them to estimate their retirement income gap
and transfer policies after a job change, says Dummel. The startup is also
planning to target the market for private pension savings, a segment with
€2 trillion in assets under management in Germany alone.

The B2B2C Multiplier Effect
Xpension does not target consumers or corporations directly. “We target
the one stakeholder who is hurting the most – and that is the insurer,
because they have the highest cost base,” says Dummel. On top of a
subscription model its pricing is success-based, driven by a share of costs
saved or leads generated, creating a strong incentive for insurers and
agents to test and then typically keep using its platform.
The B2B2C multiplier effect could help Xpension become one of Europe’s
next unicorns, the term used for businesses valued at €1 billion or more,
says Hinrichs. “There are similar challenges in other European markets,”
says Hinrichs. And Xpension may eventually target them. “But Germany
in itself is a huge market and we have only targeted one sliver of that
market so far,” he says. “There is enormous potential to expand in this
market alone.”
J.L.S.
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products they discovered a much
larger potential: Companies were
struggling to understand how to best
use their office space and were
unhappy with their employees’ poor
workspace experience. So, the two
decided to develop technology to
track, monitor and analyze how
businesses use their real estate - in
part through information collected
by the door access control system -
and sell thedata it collects as a service.
“Until we came along there was no
means to connect the physical to the
digital world,” says Friehe. “You can
use software to book ameeting room
but if no one comes after 15minutes
there is no way to alert the company
that the space is empty.”
1aim found it difficult to penetrate
the global commercial real estate
market on its own. That’s where
partnerships with companies like
Hormann Group come in. “In order
to deploy our software on a large
scale it made sense to digitalize
existing products,” says Friehe.

For some established
companies platform business models
represent a door to the future.
For at least two European companies
it’s literally the case. Germany’s
Hormann Group, the world’s fourth
largest doormaker, and Schorghuber,
amaker of security doors, are among
the first established companies to
join an artificial intelligence-powered
platform that acts as a central nervous
system for office buildings. The goal?
Reduce the amount of under-utilized
office space by collecting data that
allows businesses tomake better use
of their resources.
The platform was first launched by
1aim,aBerlin-basedcompanyfounded
by two entrepreneurs with
backgrounds in software engineering,
mechanical engineering and
electronics. The two started out by
devising an access control system
for offices that would allow any door
to be opened by any type of mobile
phone but remain highly secure. After
shipping theirfirst door access control

Introducing Manufacturers
ToASoftware-As-A-Service
Model
1aim’s strategy is to approach one
market leader from each segment:
one door maker, one security door
maker, onedoorhandlemanufacturer,
onemaker of intercoms, etc. Partners
take a stake in 1aim so they have
a real interest in the company’s
success, and make a 10-year
commitment.
Through its platform 1aim allows
these manufacturers to generate
subscription-based software-as-a-

service revenue. “We are helping
them make the change away from
hardware to a more software driven
approach,” Friehe says. “We want
to work with such companies to
show them how much potential
there is to leverage.”
Providers of products like doors
“realize that digitalization is
happening and they want to shift
to modern approaches by applying
an additional service layer,” says
Friehe. “The problem is that even
if they have a strong customer base
they don’t work directly with clients
but rather through a network of
partners, usually small shops. The
further manufacturers are from
customers themore theywill remain
old-fashioned companies.”
The platform also aids 1aim. “We
don’t want to build doors or door
handles,” says Friehe. “Our partners
invest in our company, we digitize
their products, and we share the
profits from the software-as-a-service
business. It’s a win-win approach.”
J.L.S.

OpeningADoorTo
TheFuture
— A new platform pairs manufacturers of office building
equipment with a startup to generate revenue streams
from digital services

Torben Friehe, co-founder and CEO
of 1aim, demonstrates a digitally-
powered door handle that
is creating new revenue streams
for traditional makers of doors
and door handles.
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HyperloopTransportationTechnologies, a2018WorldEconomic
ForumTechnologyPioneer, hopes to transport us to the future inmoreways
thanone. It isnotonlyworkingonahigh-speed levitatingtrain that isexpected
to dramatically change inter-city travel; it is changing theway people think
about building companies and just might change the way the entire global
transportation ecosystem is organized. HyperloopTT has crowdsourced its
design andearlyfinancing and thedevelopment of technologynecessary to
transport people in capsules pushed through giant tubes at speeds of over
700 mph. It even uses the power-of-the-crowd to manage the company,
promptingHarvardBusiness school towrite a case studyabout the company.
The genesis for this novel approach to open innovation came after SpaceX
and Tesla founder Elon Musk posted a design document for a moonshot
product authored byTesla andSpaceXengineers, entitled “HyperloopAlpha,”
in2013.HyperloopTTco-founderDirkAhlborn, anativeofGermany, received
permission to post the white paper on a crowdsourcing platform he created
called JumpStartFund.com and asked participants if the hyperloop could or
should be built. Hundreds of people responded enthusiastically and some
sharedhyperloopdesignsand ideas. So,Ahlbornandco-founderBibopGresta,
a tech industry veteranwho got his start as an Italian pop star, devised a plan
to create a version of a hyperloop transportation system through the power
of the crowd.
“We knew it needed a very big effort and that the money needed was too
much for what could be raised through traditional methods so we decided
todo itwith a call to action towhoeverwanted to join,”Gresta, the company’s
chairman, said during a recent interview in Dubai. “Scientists from all over
theplanetstartedcontactingus.Wealsoknewthat themajorityof thetechnology
we needed already existed inside labs or companies, so we took the same
approach with them and asked them if they would be willing to join the
effort.”TodayHyperloopTTisworkingwith40bigcompaniesandorganizations
including government transportation agencies, universities and research and

development labs. Over 900 individuals such as engineers, designers and
technology experts collaborate part-time.Digital tools are used to trackwork
on the project and compensate contributors, who mostly work virtually as
independent contractors, with stock rather than paychecks.
Whilethecompanyusesaflat team-basedstructuremoreseniorandexperienced
members of the ecosystem known as “hyperleaders” take responsibility for
ensuring teammembers are actively engaged in accomplishing the work of
the ecosystem. The Harvard Business School case study outlines how the
companyorganizes cross-teamprojects into “sprints,” using a so-called “agile/
scrum”approach todesigning complex software systems,with aproduct team
owner responsible for delivering the work product and a small set of team
members who signed on to do the sprint over a short period of time. For
example, the case studynotes thatHyperloopTT’s successful project proposal
in Abu Dhabi was completed in less than two weeks involving contributors
in engineering,marketing, production,finance andmedia relations - none of
whomwere full-time - and led by a product teamownerwhowas also a part-
time contractor.
Tapping into the power of the crowdnot only allowsHyperloopTT to connect
with a large pool of people towork onprojects, it inspires those that it attracts
to go above and beyond, says Gresta. The development of a carbon fiber
compositematerial thatwill be used in its futuristic capsule is a case in point.
Named “Vibranium” after the fictional substance used to protect the comic
book character Captain America, the material is eight times stronger than
aluminum and 10 times stronger than any steel alternative butmuch lighter,
reducing the amount of energy needed to propel the capsules over long
distances. ASpanish company calledAirtificial (formerly knownasCarbures)
has been working on this material, which can be embedded with thousands
of sensors that can relay real-timedataon temperature,damage,andstructural
integrity. An engineer at one big aeronautics company, who moonlights at
HyperloopTT,was able to improve thematerial even further, saysGresta. “It’s

OPEN INNOVATION

Pioneering
TheFuture
— Hyperloop Transportation Technologies uses
the power of the crowd to develop its
technology and even the way the company is managed.

Hyperloop Transportation Technologies Chairman Bibop Gresta standing
in a tube at the company’s innovation center in Toulouse, France.
The graphic names some of the global companies that are collaborating
with the hyperloop company on technology development and strategy.
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amazing, whenever we encounter a problem we simply ask the crowd and
within a few days we will often have a viable solution.”
HyperloopTT has also hit on a novel way to attract government funding.
Eleven governments around the world have already signed agreements that
are in different phases of implementation withmany committingmillions of
dollars to becomemembers of theHyperloopTT’s crowd-powered ecosystem.
Thishasenabledthecompanytoraiseover$100million in in-kindcontributions
and around $40millionUSD in cash. “This system canmakemoney and pay
back the state,” says Gresta. “Most transportation systems are subsidized by
the government, we want to do the exact opposite.”
The ability to attract customers – i.e. governments - to pay for designing initial
pilot tests, strengthens the bonds that hold the ecosystem together, says the
business case study. It notes that members of the crowd have also enabled
the company to secure critical strategic and university R&Dpartnerships. For
example, it has licensed its levitation technology from the U.S.’s Lawrence
LivermoreNational Laboratory,whichfirst started testing the technologyback
in 1995; partnered with Atkins - a leading global design, engineering and
projectmanagement consultancy that hadworkedon complex infrastructure
development projects for governments around the world - and developed a
close working relationship with Leybold Vacuum, inventor of the vacuum
pump. What’s more, the manufacturing value chain “has been completely
redesigned with this model,” says Gresta. “We are not building, operating or
maintaining any part of the production ourselves; we are licensing other
companies to do it.” Since the company launched in 2013 a number of other
ambitious hyperloop companies have been created. The power of the crowd
is one of HyperloopTT’s key differentiators, says Gresta. The company now

has 39 patents and 56 trademarks. “Wewill be cheaper, faster tomarket and
have lessenvironmental impact thananyother system,”hevows.HyperloopTT,
which is headquartered in Los Angeles, has signed deals to build hyperloop
systems with governments in Abu Dhabi, France, Ukraine and China.
The first segment of HyperloopTT’s first commercial system is expected to
be operational by October 2020. The project will include an “experience
center” in Al Ghadeer, which is located between the United Arab Emirate
cities of Abu Dhabi and Dubai. Visitors to the World Expo 2020 will be
among the first in the world to to try out the company’s tubular transport
system, Gresta says. Once fully operational the capsules canmove 20 to 50
people every 40 seconds, which translates into 3,600 people an hour or
160,000 passengers daily. HyperloopTT says it is working on the passenger
experience and innovativeways of generating additional sources of revenue,
suchas fees fromadvertisingprojectedonto interactivewindowsoraugmented
reality entertainment services. And it might end up selling energy to others
as the system is expected togeneratemore then it consumes.ButHyperloopTT
doesn’t want to stop by designing only hyperloop systems. It thinks that the
same approach could also be applied to overcome humanity’s other great
challenges. “By tapping into humanity’s collective knowledgewe can begin
to conquer our greatest challenges at a fractionof the cost and time compared
to what the traditional business model allows,” says Gresta. “Whether it
be energy, housing, food and, yes, transportation, what HyperloopTT is
demonstrating is that when you put together the best and brightest minds
in the planet to solve the biggest problems of humanity, somethingmagical
happens - they do it.”
J.L.S.
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AnAntidote
ForThe
Incumbent’sCurse
— Drug maker AstraZeneca’s novel open
innovation initiative is being copied and studied by other
big corporates

Corporationsinjustabouteveryindustryarestrugglingwithhow
to innovate.Culture clash with startups, a not-invented-here attitude and
fear of anything thatmight change traditional businessmodels and impact
quarterly results are someof the reasonswhy large, incumbentfirms rarely
introduce radical product innovations. The phenomenon is sometimes
referred to as “the incumbent’s curse.” And the pharmaceutical industry,
and life science in general, face additional challenges due to complex and
uncertain development processes, regulatory issues, long lead times, large
investments, huge financial risks, and high failure rates. So whenMagnus

Björsne, a senior executiveat globaldrugmakerAstraZeneca,wasfirst asked
todevelop aprogram inSweden thatwouldhelp the company connectwith
entrepreneurs he refused, for these reasons and more. “Innovation is to
some extent at odds with traditional business development,” say Björsne.
“You cannot anticipate the outcome. If you cannot predict the outcome you
can’t generate a business case andanything youdon’t understandor predict
will neverbe subject toan investment.Sohowdoyouembarkondisruption?”
Björsne eventually agreed to take on the challenge, providing he could
have free rein to develop it. He hit on a novel approach: set up a separate
legal entity, place it in the middle of the AstraZeneca Gothenburg campus,
encourage close collaboration between salaried employees and entrepreneurs
from the hub with no strings attached on either side, and take away all
financial pressure by securing funding from local government to make the
project cost neutral for the drugmaker, allowing space for experimentation
and failure. One-third of the cost of running BioVentureHub, the initiative
he started in 2014, is paid by the Swedish Innovation Agency (Vinnova),
the regional government of western Sweden and the city of Gothenburg,
who collectively have invested 19.6 million krona (€1.91 million). A third
is paid by Carl Bennet, principal shareholder and chairman of the global
medtech company Getinge. Astra-Zeneca’s contribution is to offer 20million
krona (€2 million) of in-kind services and facilities.
The approach, “a macro-inclusive means of innovation that can serve as
an example for the rest of the world,” is paying big dividends for the
company and the government, says Björsne, BioVentureHub’s CEO.
“Sweden is an innovative nation,” he says. “We have strong biotech,
diagnostics, medtech and pharmaceutical companies and strong digital
players, like Spotify and Skype, but they operate in silos. The idea was to
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catalyze innovation across these different industries and in doing so
strengthen the entire ecosystem.”
The links between industries helps AstraZeneca, in turn, with its goal of
forging partnerships with young companies working on emerging
communications and sensor technologies, to prepare for a shift in the
health sector away from stand-alone products (i.e. medicines) to outcomes.
Rather than paying for drugs, in future patients will pay to stay well, says
Björsne. So, the pharmaceutical industry is preparing for a shift to this
“pay-per-performance”model, which is expected to include digitalmonitoring
of a patient’s health, allowing doctors to view the impact of specific doses
ofmedicine on their patients in real-time andmake adjustments accordingly.
There are other, more intangible, benefits. “In the short term, economic
growth and transactional value extractionwere the least important outcomes
of the AZ BioVentureHub,” notes a Swedish School of Economics business
case study of BioVentureHub. “What was more evident was how the
employees’ engagement in open innovation resulted in a more open and
dynamic climate— a better place for the employees to develop their skills
andrelationships.Theopenness linked to theestablishmentofAZBioVentureHub
also positively influenced the organizational image and identity for
AstraZeneca, internally and externally.”
The robotics division of Swiss-Swedish multinational ABB has copied the
model and other companies, such as automaker Volvo, and Holland’s
AkzoNobel, a multinational chemical company, have been in discussions
with BioVentureHub about how they might adapt the model to their own
businesses, says Björsne.

Preparing For The Shift To Digital
Health Services
Nestled in the heart of the Gothenburg campus, the BioVentureHub, which
has filled a 2,400 square meter, three-story building and is now spilling
over into other campus facilities, is designed for emerging biotech and
medtech companies and academic groups. It offers a unique opportunity
to co-locate and interact with 2,500 AstraZeneca professionals, as well as
with each other. “The hub sits as centrally as possible on this R&D site,”
says Björsne. “They have the same access to the entire site that I have.
They can even walk into our labs.”
There is no requirement that the young companies in the hub target the
drug maker’s strategic areas of focus. “There is no alignment with our
product strategy and the companies in the hub because it is easier to help
a company that is not a potential competitor,” says Björsne. “We are looking

for things that are synergistic.” To be admitted in the program companies
have to already have a certain level ofmaturity and funding. Hub participants
pay a modest rent, which is cheaper than what university incubators
typically charge, in exchange for office space and use of lab facilities.
AstraZeneca has no rights to the young companies’ information or potential
inventions or intellectual property – not even a first right of refusal, says
Björsne. Some 30+ young companies, from all over the world, have so
far participated in the program, leading to a number of collaborations,
“which probably never would have happened otherwise,” he says.
For example, together with a BioVentureHub company called MentorMate,
a U.S.-based custom software development company, AstraZeneca has
developed a system that aims to improve quality-of- life for patients with
severe asthma. The digital patient-monitoring system collects up to 54
different in-body, on-body or external parameters that may impact the
patient’s well-being and risk of an asthma attack. The project has already
successfully completed an initial six-month data collection trial. The
information generated is beingused to build adatabase for future development
of artificial intelligence-driven algorithms that could provide an individual
risk forecast for patients, allowing them to make necessary adjustments
to their behavior or environment to prevent a severe attack. Similar systems
are also being developed through the hub collaboration betweenAstraZeneca
and MentorMate, to collect data direct from patients on a daily basis in
investigational clinical trials, with the aim of lowering the burden on the
patient to participate, by reducing the number of physical visits to the
clinic, and at the same time increasing the data quality.
Such collaborations help contribute to AstraZeneca’s digital transformation.
The drug industry knows it has to change, says Björsne. “Today we sell
hardware: a pill that is not desired by the customer. The customer wants
to be well and the pill is a means to obtain that outcome. The payer model
is about to change to a pay-per-performance model. That means we are
about to change how we define what we value.”
Adding digital services and new technologies to what it develops requires
that the company change theway it sources innovation. The BioVentureHub’s
approach to open innovation works well in Europe – and particularly in
a country like Sweden – where there is a culture of trust and openness,
he says. “In the U.S. companies would be worried that if they give young
companies wrong advice they could be sued and in China both sides would
worry that their intellectual property will be jeopardized,” he says. That
said, Björsne says he believes BioVentureHub’s brand of “deep, meaningful
collaboration is the future of innovation.”
J.L.S.

Inside a lab at global pharmaceutical company
AstraZeneca’s Gothenburg, Sweden campus.
Entrepreneurs participating in its BioVentureHub
share lab facilities with the drug maker,
which has devised a novel open innovation
system on its campus.
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DevelopingACure
ForWhatAils
TheHealthSector
— BenevolentAI, a 2018 World Economic Forum Tech
Pioneer, is taking a new approach to tackling disease

Today there are an estimated 9,000 untreated diseases and 300
million people suffer from rare diseases with little hope of effective or life-
saving treatment. Even in an age of unprecedented technological
advancement, developing a newdrug costs big drug companies an average
of €2.5 billion, takes 10 to 15 years, andmore than 95% of efforts fail.
BenevolentAI, a 2018 World Economic Forum Pioneer, believes it has a
cure: using artificial intelligence and machine learning to look at massive
amounts of data to bring new insights into diseases and how we think
about treating them.
The London-based startup has developed a platform of computational and
experimental technologies and processes that can draw on vast quantities
of biomedical data to advance the entire drug development process. The
platform is built by scientists, researchers and technologists working side-
by-side. The company says its strength comes from this integrated, end-
to-end approach. “In order to develop effective cures we need to define
diseases and to do that we need to understand the underlying biology,”
says Ken Mulvany, the company’s chairman. “The human system is a
biological machine and if we miss some small aspect we may be missing
the big picture.”
It is necessary to know the molecular basis for a disease in patients to pre-
determine who within a patient population is most likely to respond to
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treatment. Anticipating the best responders for specific drug treatments
ahead of clinical trials is a fundamental shift in approach, says the company.
It is developing new machine learning methods to understand patient
endotypes, a subtype of a condition, which is defined by a distinct functional
or pathobiological mechanism, an approach it hopes will fundamentally
change the ability to intervene in diseases at the right time.
The company has found that successful AI-enabled molecular design
programs need the full context of target, mechanism and patient endotype.
“Even the safest molecule in the world will do nothing to treat disease if
it hits the wrong target,” says Mulvany. The company’s interdisciplinary
teams work in fast, experimental cycles, building on new and existing
experimental data from all stages of drug development, to ensure a drug
has the greatest chance of efficacy in patients.
BenevolentAI is using its AI platform to leverage research and generate
hypotheses that have a higher likelihood of being correct.
Even themostmotivated researchers only read between 250 to 400 research
papers each year, but some10,000 newmedical research papers are published
every single day, notes Mulvany.
Mulvany first began to think about the knowledge issue at his previous
company, Proximagen. He was CEO when the biotech company was sold
to Upsher-Smith Laboratories in 2012 for about $350 million. He says he
realized then that the drug development process typically takes a long
time and has a high failure rate because the path toward drug discovery
remains a human-driven one, based on experience and intuition.
“One of the biggest fundamental issues we have is just the amount of
information that is being generated in our space,” says Mulvany. “Only a
tiny fraction of that information is being used to understand the human
body.” After leaving Proximagen, Mulvany launched BenevolentAI to find
amore effective and efficient route toward developing new pharmaceuticals
and began recruiting developers who could build a platform and write
algorithms that could accurately and speedily analyze massive amounts
of research to create better hypotheses.
“We’re a hybrid organization,” Mulvany says. “It looks like a biotech or
pharma company. We have everything you need to develop your own
pharmaceuticals. It’s just that the initial ideas are coming from a machine

brain rather than a human brain.” The company’s AI technology is being
used to develop treatments to unmet patients’ needs across a wide range
of diseases, includingMotorNeuronDisease, Parkinson’sDisease,Glioblastoma
and Sarcopenia.
In addition to speeding up the front-end of discovery, the company also
wants to find ways to accelerate clinical trials and regulatory approvals
by making those processes more efficient. To that end it acquired R&D
space at the Babraham Research Campus in Cambridge, England in 2018
to allow it to do more late-stage clinical testing.
In April of last year the company raised $115 million in investment capital
from new and existing investors, giving it a valuation over $2 billion. And
last May, BenevolentAI announced a new CEO: Joanna Shields, a former
U.K. Minister for Internet Security and Safety who previously worked at
both Google and Facebook.
Thewinning formula for discovering newdrugswill not come from incumbent
pharmaceutical companies, says Mulvany. “Biological scientists do not
know what is impossible and computer scientists can do amazing things
but don’t have domain knowledge. Bring the two sides together on the
same squad and therein lies the opportunity,” he says.

J.L.S.

Ken Mulvany,
founder and chairman of Benevolent AI “Biological scientists

do not know what is impossible
and computer scientists
can do amazing things
but don’t have domain
knowledge.
Bring the two sides together
on the same squad
and therein lies
the opportunity,”
says Ken Mulvany.
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DesigningAnAI
Policy
— The World Economic Forum is introducing
a tool kit for corporate leaders to help them avoid legal
and ethical pitfal

Global spending on artificial intelligence is forecast to reach $52
billion in 2021, achieving a compound annual growth rate of 46.2% from
2016. How can decision-makers and boards make more intelligent
investments anddecisionswhenplanning their AI strategy?That’s the topic
of a session scheduled during theWorld Economic Forum’s annualmeeting
in Davos, January 22-25, which will explore trade-offs, opportunities and
risks associated with AI investments. Concerns regarding racial or gender
bias in AI have arisen in areas such as hiring, policing, judicial sentencing
and financial services, so at the session, the Forum is planning to introduce
a prototype tool kit to help companies avoid such legal and ethical pitfalls.
“Boards are tasked with oversight of all aspects of the work of the company

but particularly strategy and risk,” says Kay Firth-Butterfield, head of AI
and Machine Learning at the World Economic Forum’s Center For The
Fourth Industrial Revolution. “Therefore, when the C-suite proposes use
of AI the board must understand how such use will affect the company
for good or ill. In doing so they will need to appreciate that AI is a new
type of tool which allows a 360 vision of the business, and appraise the
strategy accordingly. Additionally, as AI is being used more we are learning
more about things which can go wrong with algorithms. In their risk
function members of the board must be able to assess brand and social
risks of uses of AI. This tool will help them tomake the necessary decisions.”
The tool kit will be available later this year through a website which will
be organized in modules:
*A brand module will give advice about both how to protect company
image in the eye of the public and build brand reputation by using AI to
improve society. *A competition module will look at how companies might
use AI to accomplish their mission, covering areas such as impact on
strategy, competition and industries, and using AI to disrupt and compete.
It will also talk about foreseeing risk.
*A customers module will focus on how to use AI to strengthen customer
relationships by building trust and improving service.*An operating model
will advise companies on how to use AI to improve processes and productivity.
*A people and culture module will look at how AI can be used to augment
the work force, for employee engagement and for improving diversity.
*Control modules will cover ethics, governance, risk and audits. The launch
of the tool kit comes at a time when companies are increasingly concerned
about the risk of their products being used in ways that are unpredictable
and unintended. Salesforce made headlines in December when it hired
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an “ethical and humane use officer.” In Davos, “we are going to invite
people to gets their hands on the tool kit and then pilot it,” says Firth-
Butterfield. BBVA, the large Spanish bank, has already agreed to a pilot
and the Forum is hoping a half dozen others will as well.

HR’s Use Of AI Is Growing And So Are Concerns
As part of its work on AI and Bias the Forum is planning on releasing awhite
paper in February that will specifically focus on guidelines for applying AI
to human resources (HR). Some 78% of HR departments expect to see
machine learning in at least one HR process within two years, according to
a recent survey conducted by Bain&Company,which polled human resources
executives andmanagers at 500 large companies in the U.S., Germany and
the United Kingdom, including publicly traded and private companies across
a wide-range of industries from manufacturing to retail to healthcare.
Some companies have already run into problems. Amazon, for example,
had to scrap a system it was using because it found it was biased against
womencandidates. Amazon’s computermodelswere trained to vet applications
by observing patterns in resumes submitted to the company over a 10-year
period. Most came from men, a reflection of male dominance across the
tech industry. Since machine learning is based on historical data, biases can
easily be baked in. Such institutional patterns of disadvantage, stemming
from contemporary and historical legacies such as racism, sexismandunequal
economic opportunity, continue to deeply affect the workplace and make
the creation of fair and transparent algorithms for hiring very difficult,
according to the Forum. The recognition of a candidate’s abilities and
achievements is also contingent on the structures of relations and associations
that define positions within organizations, so gender stereotypes may lead
some managers to overlook the ability of a female candidate for a specific
position. Potential recommendations include encouraging employers and
vendors to actively fight against potential bias at every step of the hiring
process: from sourcing through screening and interviewing to selection.
This could include prompting human resource officers to ask: How is the
job description framed? Who can see this job ad? How do we examine
resumes? How do we conduct interviews?
Another issue is that some of the AI systems currently being deployed are
opaque, offering little insight into why one candidate is recommended over
another. When a company fills a position it should be able to explain the
rationale to successful and rejected candidates. “HR professionals should
keep in mind that ensuring equal opportunities to all qualified candidates
irrespective of their backgrounds is not a classic data science challenge - i.e.
finding top talent and good fit by unlocking information contained in data
that was previously unusable or inaccessible - but requires questioning of
the biased metrics by which algorithms assess ability and potential,” says
Firth-Butterfield. But that doesn’t mean that corporations should shy away

from using AI in hiring, says Frida Polli, CEO and co-founder of pymetrics,
a 2018 World Economic Forum Technology Pioneer. Technology can be a
double-edged sword: the company says that by using neuroscience and
artificial intelligence it can predict the right person for the job,while removing
bias from the process.
“AI is getting tainted but it is neutral,” says Polli, who has an MBA from
Harvard Business School and a PhD in neuropsychology. “It is not good or
bad.” Polli says her company’s technology can pinpoint 80 cognitive and
emotional features collected from people in aggregate and use them as
predictors of success in different roles.
It works like this: Objective behavioral data is collected using neuroscience
exercises in the form of games. Customized, automated machine learning
is used to maximize prediction. Pymetrics’ technology methodologically
removes bias from algorithms via an algorithm auditing process, which it
says ensures a lack of bias. And rejected candidates can automatically match
to other opportunities at other companies using pymetrics.
The company, which launched in 2016, has 100 corporate clients, including
Unilever, Accenture and Microsoft. Unilever decided to do all of its hiring
through pymetrics and is happywith the results, says Polli. “What they found
was that they increased their ethnic representation and also hired from a
much more diverse socio-economic group. We know these people would
not have been hired otherwise and they have been successful.”
Polli argues that it is easier to audit algorithms than human recruiters, many
of whom are hard-wired with biases of their own. “If you are not using a
technology there is a much greater risk that your hiring practices are on
legal shaky ground,” she says.
J.L.S.

Frida Polli, CEO and co-founder of pymetrics,
a 2018 World Economic Forum Technology Pioneer.
The company says that by using neuroscience
and artificial intelligence it can predict the right person for the
job, while removing bias from the process.
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25 WORLD ECONOMIC
FORUM TECHNOLOGY
PIONEERS
TO MEET IN DAVOS
Each year the World Economic Forum’s Technology Pioneers community recognizes
innovative young companies that are poised to have a significant impact on business
and society. These 25 companies are among the Tech Pioneers scheduled to participate
in the Forum’s annual meeting, which takes place January 22 to January 25.

COMMERCE
BITPESA
SENEGAL
WHAT IT DOES: Uses blockchain to allow
companies to buy and sell currencies in frontier
markets without using the U.S. dollar as a middle
currency. It creates currency pairs with the aim
of improving settlement time, lowering costs, and
reducing risks for businesses operating in
emerging markets.

https://www.bitpesa.co

COMMERCE
WAYSTOCAP
MOROCCO
WHAT IT DOES: Logistics, payment and
financing options that enable cross-border B2B
trade in Africa.

https://www.waystocap.com

COMMERCE
OVAMBA SOLUTIONS
UNITEDSTATES
WHAT IT DOES: Innovates technology solutions
for small and medium-sized businesses operating
in Africa’s trade and commodities sector, then
helps these businesses grow by combining these
innovations with capital.

https://www.ovamba.com

BLOCKCHAIN
HORIZON STATE
AUSTRALIA
WHAT IT DOES: Blockchain-powered platform
enables people in communities or workers at
companies to vote on issues via a secure digital
ballot box, with the aim of creating better collective
decision-making.

https://horizonstate.com

BIOTECH
MODERN MEADOW
UNITEDSTATES
WHAT IT DOES: Produces bioleather through a
process in which yeast cells are used to create
collagen, a protein found in animal skin and a key
component of leather. The collagen is assembled
into a fibrous material and then tanned, much like
real leather.

http://www.modernmeadow.com

DRONES
DELAIR
FRANCE
WHAT IT DOES: Makes fixed-wing commercial
drones that can fly long distances, making them
attractive to industries such as utilities, mining,
construction and agriculture.

https://delair.aero

FOODTECH
PLENTY
UNITEDSTATES
WHAT IT DOES: Indoor vertical farms that aim
to bring local produce to people and communities
worldwide by growing fruits and vegetables
using 1% of the water, less than 1% of the land,
and none of the pesticides used in conventional
agriculture.

https://www.plenty.ag

ROBOTICS
SOFT ROBOTICS
UNITEDSTATES
WHAT IT DOES: Soft robotic gripping systems and
automation solutions that can grasp and
manipulate items with the same dexterity as the
human hand. Companies in the food and beverage,
advanced manufacturing and e-commerce sectors
are using its technology.

www.softroboticsinc.com

FOODTECH
AGROSMART
BRAZIL
WHAT IT DOES: Agronomic models based on seed
genetics, soil type and microclimate data. It uses
sensors and satellite data to help food producers
conduct real-time monitoring of their crops, with
the aim of saving water and energy and improving
productivity.

http://www.agrosmart.com.br

FOODTECH
APEEL SCIENCES
UNITEDSTATES
WHAT IT DOES: Edipeel, its plant-derived
technology, promises to double the lifespan of
harvested fruits and vegetables by forming an
imperceptible, edible plant material barrier on the
surface of fruit that naturally slows water loss and
oxidation – the factors that cause spoilage.

https://apeelsciences.com

FINTECH
SUADE LABS
UNITEDKINGDOM
WHAT IT DOES: Regulation-as-a-service
platform that aims to automate regulatory
compliance for financial institutions to reduce
costs and ease transitions as regulations evolve.

https://www.suade.org
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HEALTH
1928 DIAGNOSTICS
SWEDEN
WHAT IT DOES: Online bioinformatic analysis of
genome sequencing. By identifying resistance
markers in bacterial DNA it aims to reduce time to
treatment from several days to just hours for
antibiotic-resistant infections.

https://1928diagnostics.com

MOBILITY
BESTMILE
SWITZERLAND
WHAT IT DOES: Its mobility services platform
enables end-to-end fleet optimization and
management for autonomous and human-driven
vehicles.

https://bestmile.com

HEALTH
COLOR GENOMICS
UNITEDSTATES
WHAT IT DOES: Uses next-generation sequencing
technology, software engineering and robotics to
create affordable and accessible tests to detect
gene mutations that can cause serious health
conditions.

https://www.color.com

EDTECH
CODE.ORG
UNITEDSTATES
WHAT IT DOES: Non-profit dedicated to expanding
access to computer science and increasing
participation by women and underrepresented
minorities. Its vision is to provide every student
with the opportunity to learn computer science,
just like biology, chemistry or algebra.

https://code.org

HEALTH
AC IMMUNE
SWITZERLAND
WHAT IT DOES: Develops innovative therapeutics
for treatment of Alzheimer’s disease, including
vaccines, antibodies and small molecules.

https://www.acimmune.com

PRODUCTION
PRECOGNIZE
ISRAEL
WHAT IT DOES: Predictive maintenance software
for the process industry, including chemicals,
petrochemicals, oil and gas, and metallurgy. It
helps prevent shutdowns, lower downtime to a
minimum, and reduce maintenance costs.

http://www.precog.co

PRODUCTION
TULIP INTERFACES
UNITEDSTATES
WHAT IT DOES: An intuitive drag and drop
interface lets engineers inside factories build
apps, connect to the Industrial Internet of Things,
integrate with their systems and collect real-time
data without having to write any code.

https://tulip.co

PRODUCTION
DESKTOP METAL
UNITEDSTATES
WHAT IT DOES: An integrated system of software,
parameters and materials that allows teams to go
directly from computer aided design to rapid
prototyping and volume production, accelerating
product development and manufacturing.

https://www.desktopmetal.com

Compiled and written
by Chris O’Brien

ROBOTICS
FETCH ROBOTICS
UNITEDSTATES
WHAT IT DOES: Autonomous mobile robots that
provide on-demand automation for warehouses,
factories and distribution sectors.
Cloud-based software allows robots to be
operational within 24 hours.

www.fetchrobotics.com

AUGMENTEDREALITY
UPSKILL
UNITEDSTATES
WHAT IT DOES: Industrial augmented reality
software platform allows workers to access
company data, broadcast point-of-view video or
photos and receive live assistance without having
to move from their work.

https://upskill.io

FINTECH
MELONPORT
SWITZERLAND
WHAT IT DOES: Open-source blockchain software
for digital asset managers allows investment
fund rules to be coded into smart-contracts and
enforced by blockchain technology.

https://melonport.com

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
COGNITIVE SCALE
UNITEDSTATES
WHAT IT DOES: Industry-specific augmented
intelligence software for financial services,
healthcare and digital commerce markets.
Products help enterprises leverage AI and
blockchain technology to increase user
engagement and improve decision-making.

https://www.cognitivescale.com

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
MALONG TECHNOLOGIES
CHINA
WHAT IT DOES: Uses machine learning and
computer vision technology to help machines
”see” products with the aim of making retail
product checkouts, manufacturing defect
detection, and baggage scanning more efficient.

https://www.malong.com

BLOCKCHAIN
EVERLEDGER
UNITEDKINGDOM
WHAT IT DOES: Uses blockchain to track the origin
and shipment of high-value assets, such as
diamonds, on a global digital ledger.

https://www.everledger.io
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TRANSPORTATION
AND ENERGY

in the first half of 2019, for use in
grid storage and electric cars inChina,
the world’s largest electric vehicle
market. The U.S. startup is also in
theprocessof testinganenergystorage
system for potential use by the New
YorkPowerAuthority, the largest state-
owned public utility company in the
U.S. The aim is “to deliver safer,more
powerful and more sustainable
technology to batterymanufacturers
worldwide by targeting two sectors
critical to solving the complexities
and challenges of global climate
change,” says Lampe-Önnerud, one
of 31 technology pioneers invited to
theWorld Economic Forum’s annual
meeting inDavos,SwitzerlandJanuary
22-25.

LEGO Blocks of Energy
After leaving Boston Power Lampe-
Önnerud, an Ernst & Young
EntrepreneurOfTheYearHall ofFame
winner who has earned multiple
distinctions for her commitment to
environmental sustainability, set out
to create Cadenza Innovation. “I
thought, ‘what if I could use all the
knowledgewe have learned to lower
thecostandincrease theenergydensity
while making the batteries more
reliable,’” she says.
Thekey to rampingup fast andhaving

ChristinaLampe-Önnerud,
a native of Sweden with a doctorate
in chemistry, gets a charge out of
inventing new battery technologies.
Her expertise helped two of her
companies becomeWorld Economic
Forum Tech Pioneers, a distinction
bestowed on young companies that
are poised tohave a significant impact
on business and society.
Her first company, Boston Power, a
lithium-ion battery cell, pack and
system provider, received the
Technology Pioneer designation in
2010. Lampe-Önnerud served as the
CEO until the company moved
operations to China in 2012. Her
secondcompany,Wilton,Connecticut-
basedCadenza Innovation,wasnamed
a 2018 World Economic Forum
Technology Pioneer for developing
a new design that improves the
performance, cost and safety of large
lithium ion batteries used in two
emerging $100 billionmarkets: grid
storage and electric vehicles.
In September Cadenza Innovation
partneredtomanufactureitsproprietary
“supercell” battery architecture with
Shenzhen, China-based BAK Battery
Company, one of the world’s largest
lithium-ion battery manufacturers.
ThecompaniesannouncedBAKwould
beginmass producing batteries based
on Cadenza’s supercell architecture

ABatteryBreakthrough
ThatCouldHelpIndustriesPowerUp
AndImpactClimateChange

a big impact on climate change was
not having to build its own plants
and every single battery, she says. So,
CadenzaInnovationdecidedtodevelop
a unique business model.
The U.S. startup, which has raised
$17million, includingmore than $6
million from the U.S. Department of
Energy and the states of New York,
ConnecticutandMassachusetts,doesn’t
make lithium-ion batteries. It licenses
its technology, which focuses on the
way energy is packaged, to traditional
players in the battery sector supply
chain. Clients can even temporarily
rentCadenza Innovation’s team,which
includes experts in lithium-ion
technologies andmanufacturing from
Boston Power’s original crew.
Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries
are usually powered by coded
electrodeswound intowhatareknown
as “jelly rolls.” Packaging the jelly rolls
tightlyallows forgreaterenergydensity
but it was not considered a good
option because if one of the jelly rolls
overheated it could catchfire. To solve
this problem Cadenza has patented
abattery system it calls the “supercell”
in which smaller energy units in the
form of jelly rolls are packed very
tightly into a housingmaterial made
of a non-combustible ceramic fiber
containingfire retardants.Thematerial
helps control temperature throughout

the cell and isolate damage if one of
the jelly rolls short-circuits. This in
turn,preventswhat’sknownas“thermal
runaway” which causes battery fires.
In tests conducted by the U.S.
Department of Defense lithium-ion
batteries made with the company’s
technologydidn’t catchfire in standard
testing “even if a nail was driven into
the battery,” says Lampe-Önnerud.
“Under these abusive conditions, the
battery just shuts down.”
The stability of Cadenza Innovation’s
cells is considered amajor advantage
because lithium-ion battery packs
have traditionally been anything but.
In 2016 Samsungwas forced to recall
its Galaxy Note 7 handsets after a
number of the phones caught fire or
exploded due to short circuits within
the lithium-ion battery cells. Cadenza
Innovation claims its super cell
technology canmake electric vehicles
evenmore stable than cars powered
by fossil fuels (about500carspowered
by fossil fuels burst into flames every
day.) The startup’s technology also
aims to bring down the cost. The
current price of commercial lithium-
ion battery packs that are used in
electric vehicles ranges from $200 to
$400 per kilowatt-hour. Cadenza
Innovation says it believes it can trim
the price to $125 per kilowatt-hour
because its system uses standard

— This 2018 World Economic Forum Tech Pioneer is targeting two $100 billion markets
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components and simplifies the
manufacturing of battery packs by
designing supercellmodules that click
together. Think of its technology “as
LEGO blocks of energy” that allow
manufacturers to choose the shape,
size anddensity of batterypacks,while
making them safer and more cost-
effective, says Lampe-Önnerud, who
has20yearsof experience in the sector.
Cutting the cost of the battery could
be a major boost to electric vehicle
adoption. By 2025, China’s leaders
want 20% of the cars sold every year,
about seven million, to be plug-in
hybrids or battery-powered, according
to news reports. And Europe, with
the backing of the European
Commission, is racing to setupaviable
industrialbatterysectortomeetgrowing
demand for electric vehicles as the
bloc’s automakers mostly depend on

Asian suppliers. Cadenza Innovation
has already demonstrated its
proprietary supercell battery
architecture in Fiat’s 500e carmodel.

Transforming
The Energy Grid
Transformation of the global energy
sector is another big focus forCadenza
Innovation. Lampe-Önnerud is a
regular speaker onWorld Economic
Forum panels with members of the
traditional energy sector, many of
whomarereluctant toembracechange.
The test of its storage technologywith
New York state will be an important
proofpoint.Thedemonstrationproject
will be a stand-alone system that
includes a rack-mounted 200kWh,
50kW battery storage unit and will
feature Cadenza Innovation’s super
cell technology. The project, expected
to be completed by fall 2019, is an
exampleofNewYorkGovernorAndrew
Cuomo’s commitment to fostering
the use of clean energy, she says. New
York state has announced an energy
storage target of 1,500 megawatts
by 2025. “The critical infrastructure
is aging and Governor Cuomo is
championing New York state’s use of
newenergy technology tocomplement
existing capabilities or open upwhole
new approaches to meet its current
and future energy demands,” says
Lampe-Önnerud.
Cost-effectiveandsafebattery-powered
storage systems will be the key to
better use of hydropower and
widespread adoption of solar power,
she says. Tomake such systemswork,
the grid itself as well as homes and
officeswill require safe, cost-effective
energy storage systems. “In the future
if you own a car you will charge it at
home during the night, drive it to
work and hook it up so that if the
office building needs extra power, for
example, you can sell a chunkofwhat
you stored,” she says.
J.L.S.

“Theaimis“todeliver
safer,morepowerful
andmoresustainable
technologytobattery
manufacturers
worldwidebytargeting
twosectorscriticalto
solvingthecomplexities
andchallengesofglobal
climatechange”
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Renewable power advocates are optimistic that blockchain
technology could play a crucial role in both transforming the energy industry
and promoting the use of more sustainable resources. Those expectations
will be put to the test this summerwhenanambitious energy-sector blockchain
initiative will be launched.The project is being overseen by the EnergyWeb
Foundation (EWF), a non-profit that was co-founded in 2017 by Berlin-based
blockchain startupGrid Singularity, a 2018WorldEconomic ForumTechnology
Pioneer, and U.S.-based clean power advocate Rocky Mountain Institute.
The goal is to create a neutral infrastructure that will enable a wide range
of blockchain-enabled applications for the energy industry, and in the process
unlease the full power of alternative sources of power by facilitating their
addition into the energy grid.
The EWF says it hopes that the energy blockchain will eventually reinvent
the way all power is generated, traded, and distributed. The energy-sector
blockchain initiative is “one of the building blocks needed to get us to a
higher use of renewables,” says Grid Singularity CEO and Founder Ana
Trbovich. “This technology requires everyone to rethink everything they are
doing in energy markets.” Even as the alarm bells about the pace of global
warming grows louder, there ismounting concern that efforts tomove toward
more sustainable forms of energy are proceeding too slowly. The Forum is
trying toacceleratedevelopmentofdisruptiveenergy technologiesby facilitating
conversations between governments, power companies, and environmental
advocates.And it hasproposed tobridge the investment gap through innovative
financingmechanisms,suchasa co-investment fundaimedatbackingpromising
projets which it hopes will reach $1 billion.
The Forum sees blockchain infrastructure as having the potential to catalyze
many industry efforts. (see the interview on page x)
“If you compare innovation in the energy sector to innovation in areas like
AI (artificial intelligence), they get far more investment and far more talent
than does the sustainable energy sector,” says Harsh Vijay Singh, project lead

SolvingGridlock
— More than 80 large utilities and petroleum companies
are backing an ambitious sector-specific blockchain
initiative spearheaded by a World Economic Forum
Technology Pioneer.

By Chris O’Brien

for the Forum’s System Initiative on Shaping the Future of Energy. « The
innovation that does happen is capital and time intensive. The risk associated
with energy innovation is quite high for the private sector, which is why out-
of -the-box ideas like this public-private co-investment instrument need to
be explored.”

Creating A Single, Open-Source Platform
The challenges are many. Existing energy grids around the world are seen
as too inflexible, and lacking functions such as the ability to capture and
track data throughout the network. These grids were designed to deliver
electricity generated by large power plants, most likely fueled by coal or
natural gas, and deliver it reliably to customers. Adding new sources of power
such as wind or solar to the grid can be a costly, multi-year process.
At the same time, the endpoints of these grids are rapidly changing. Smaller
generation sources such as residential solar panels are creating excess energy.
Consumption consumption patterns are evolving thanks the growth of smart
homes and electric vehicles charging. And the expanding use of smartmeters
is enabling the capture and tracking of more data around usage.
To end industry gridlock, advocates say blockchain can make adding new
power sources as easy as connecting a Wi-Fi router, while offering greater
transparency into every step of the power distribution process and more
flexibility as consumption habits change. Founded in 2016, Grid Singularity
was one of the blockchain startups that saw an opportunity in the energy
market. But Trbovich says toomuch of the focus was on direct applications.
She felt it was critical to address the infrastructure that would allow the
sector to leverage blockchain’s full potential. “The underlying layer is more
important,” she says. “The core layer forms an important part of the puzzle.”
That led to the creation of the EWF. The idea is to establish a neutral player
that can bring together different actors around a single, open-source platform,
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including incumbent utilities, grid operators, and environmental groups. The
platformoffers a commonprotocol for things likehowdigital energy certificates
are designed and recognized. These digital certificates can be attached to
units of power, allowing, for example, a homeowner to move from just
receiving a discount from their utility to selling and trading their own power
to other end users. Likewise, someone charging their car could confirm that
the power they used was generated using a solar power panel on someone’s
home in another region. Such certificates could be tracked and validated via
the distributed ledgers that underlie blockchain.
Berlin-based Share&Charge, a startup that is building a decentralized protocol
for electric vehicle charging, plans to do just that. The foundation is using
the EWF infrastructure to build out a peer-to-peer charging point system
whichbridges together automakers, charging stations, andpower consumption.
Share&Charge CEO Dietrich Sümmermann says blockchain’s transparency
helps build trust with different players, allowing users tomake authenticated
payments andhave access tomore charging stations. The company is currently
running a pilot project with Volkswagen, a sign it says, that larger players
are moving past initial exploratory projects towards bigger commitments.
“Large corporations now have their own dedicated blockchain exports,”
Sümmermann says. “The hype about blockchain is over. Now the question
is ‘What is the exact use case?Weneed to cross the chasm from the blockchain
expert to the operations people. It needs time to prove its efficiencies and
advantages.”

Industry Buy-In
EWF has attracted big interest from corporate players, raising about $20
million in financial support and counting among its more than 80members
large utilities and petroleum companies such as France’s Engie, U.S.-based
PG&E, and Shell. Trbovich says such incumbents believe blockchain could

optimize their operations while enabling new revenue-generation power
sources. Eventually such a blockchain platform could enable more direct
energy microtransactions, bypassing established industry players, and
potentially even eliminating their roles.
The technology GridSingularity is developing eases energy trading on the
blockchain by simulating the environment of a transaction grid, allowing
corporations, energy researchers, and others to test different scenarios and
services in a blockchain environment, in preparation for a radically different
future. Today’s giants are trying to understand what their role may be. “It
will transform many of these businesses,” Trbovich says. “Many energy
companies are realizing they are becoming IT companies. And they will
have to provide different services. So they are looking for different business
models.” As promising as blockchain seems plenty of stumbling blocks
remain. Its implementation industry-wide requires regulatory reforms, as
the rules for who can trade energy can vary across nations. And the Forum
remains concerned that toomany energy innovation projects never get past
the pilot stage.
But Jon Creyts, managing director of the RockyMountain Institute, believes
blockchain has already had a big impact by forcing incumbent players to
move faster and invest. Because it’s possible now to look a few years ahead
and imagine how tech companies like Amazon, Google, andMicrosoft could
enter energy markets running on blockchain, today’s dominant players
realize their positions are more vulnerable than they appeared just a few
years ago.“I think blockchain is important here because it has it has taken
an industry that typically moves at the speed of infrastructure deployments
and forced it to grapple with changing the entire system based on the speed
of software development,” says Creyts. “And the fact that you can start
shifting whole market structures and think about adding large numbers of
assets on the demand side overnight securely can lead to amassive disruption
in the way the overall system runs.”

Blockchain could make adding new
power sources as easy as connecting
a Wi-Fi router.
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Inthefaceofunrelentingcyberattacks,it’shardforanygovernment
orbusinesstolookpasttheendofeachdayastheybattletokeeptheirsystems
safe.But if theywant togainanadvantageover thebadguys, securityexperts
say it’s imperative that leaders find away to think about long-term strategy.
Twocategories inparticular call fordeeper,more systematic thinking: solving
themassive talent shortageand learninghowto foster greater collaboration,
across companies and borders. Failing to address these structural problems
will allbutensure thatan increasinglyconnectedplanetwill remainextremely
vulnerable to state-sponsored hackers and digital crime syndicates who are
growingmore formidable by theday, say experts.“I’m totally sympathetic to
the fact that when there’s a crisis, it’s hard to take a breath and think about
what’s over the horizon,” says Steven Weber, faculty director at the Center
forLongTermCybersecurity(CLTC),at theUniversityofCalifornia inBerkeley.
“But it’s essential todo that. If allwe’redoing is reactingandchasing the latest
attack then the offense has the advantage. And the offense only has to win
once,whereas the defense has towin all the time.”
Weber and his colleagueswill present the latest version of the center’s report
on “Cybersecurity Scenarios for 2025Project” at theWorldEconomic Forum’s
2019 Annual Meeting in Davos, Switzerland, January 22-25.
To stimulate long-term thinking the report asks leaders to imagine scenarios:
What kind of chaos and security risks would ensue if black markets and
criminals embrace quantum computing faster than companies and national
governments? What if machine learning and artificial intelligence spark a
tidalwaveof false ormanipulateddigital identities?Andwhat if the evolution
of technology leads to an irreversible lack of trust in networks and digital
tools?
The CLTC isn’t necessarily projecting any of those things will come to pass.
Rather, thegoal is tomapout some tangible scenarios to sparkmore systematic
thinking. “When you’re losing the game, you can run faster and keep doing
the same thing,”Weber says. “Or you can devote some resources to thinking
about what the landscapewill look like three years from now and try to get
in front of it.” One of the areas that calls for such structural thinking is the
alarmingshortfall inpeople trainedforcybersecurity jobs.Non-profit technology
association ISACA, previously known as the Information Systems Audit and

Control Association, projected in an annual report last April that therewould
be a global shortage of 2 million cybersecurity experts in 2019. Despite
growingpayandmarketingefforts, there simplyaren’t enoughpeopleentering
university or training programs to plug this gap, Weber notes. “We need 2
million people, like yesterday,” Weber says. “And for all the talk of digital
destroying jobs, here is an example of digital creating jobs we can’t fill.”

The Thrill of the Hunt
Weber wants to see companies and governmentsmake a fundamental shift
in the way they market such career opportunities to make them sexier. “It’s
still beingmarketed as, ‘Hey, there are 2million unfilled jobs.’ But what we
should be emphasizing is that this is themost exciting job you could possibly
have. It’s the thrill of the hunt. It’s an ongoing chess match. Right now,
security is still seen as this geeky, technical, detailed-oriented, accountant-
like job.” By the same measure, companies need to shift the way they talk
about cybersecurity and roles like the Chief Information Security Officer
(CISO). These are still seen as expenses, and as people whose job it is to
tell leaders all the things they can’t do because they are too risky. Instead,
security should be cast as a strategic advantage, and an enabler of new
products and services. “A CISO should be saying, ‘We have a higher level of
security then our competitor, and so we can go out and build these things
that they can’t because they can’t guarantee the security and privacy of their
customer’s data,’” Weber says.
The global talent shortage is also a big agenda item for the Forum, which
last year created the Global Centre for Cybersecurity in an effort to foster
greater collaboration and strategic thinking. At the center’s first annual
gathering last November, members issued a statement, noting: “Chief

CYBERSECURITY

Cybersecurity
Scenariosfor2025
— Things could get a whole lot worse so leaders in Davos will be
encouraged to make solving the massive talent shortage and fostering
greater collaboration across companies and borders a priority

By Chris O’Brien
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information security officers, government and law enforcement officials
from26 countries identified the lack of a sufficiently large and diverse talent
pool as a major challenge to improve cybersecurity across sectors.”
Nick Coleman, IBM’s head of cyber intelligence and regulatory risk, is also
a member of the Forum’s Global Future Council on Cyber Security. He’s
optimistic about some of the existing efforts to encourage young people to
pursue tech careers, such as IBM’s P-TECH program, and a U.K. program
that launched in 2016 with support from IBM that trains military veterans
for cybersecurity jobs. But these, and other programs like the National
Initiative for Cybersecurity Careers and Studies (NICCS) created by theU.S.
government in 2013, are too scattered to have enough impact, Coleman
says. Instead, these initiatives need to be coordinated and look across borders
for talent.
In addition, governments and companiesneed tomakegreater useof artificial
intelligence to create solutions that can scale andadaptquickly,while allowing
the people they do have to be usedmore efficiently and effectively, Coleman

says. “Sometimes you have one person copying stuff from one computer in
one room and inputting it into a computer in another room,” he says.
“Applying new artificial intelligence solutions, blockchain and other tools
can get more bounce out of each person.”
But none of this is going to happen unless law enforcement, governments
and industry find ways to cooperate and share information and strategies.
Bad actors take advantage of the divisions that exist today, Coleman says.
He is optimistic that there is finally movement toward cooperation, and an
opportunity as the sense of urgency around cybersecurity increases. Coleman
points to the “Charter of Trust” that was developed by Siemens last year to
lay our principles for cooperation. The document was announced at the
Munich Security Conference in February 2018 and signed by corporates
such as IBM, Atos, Airbus and Daimler. “Hedging the all-encompassing
impact of digitalization and cybersecurity and creating a holistic basis of
trust can’t be achieved by a single company or entity; it must be the result
of close collaborations on all levels,” it reads.
Coleman says one key goal for the Forum this year is to continue building
on such momentum.
“Whether we’re talking about skills or response, we have to be as agile as
we can,” Coleman says. “Because candidly, the actors that are perpetrating
the cybersecurity attacks are increasingly connected and increasingly agile.
People recognize at least that this is not something one company or one
country can solve, and that’s encouraging.”
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CYBERSECURITY
TECHSTARTUPS
TOWATCH

QUINTESSENCELABS
AUSTRALIA
WHAT IT DOES : Named a 2018 World
Economic Forum Technology Pioneer,
QuintessenceLabs is developing
cybersecurity solutions for the era of
quantum computing.

https://www.quintessencelabs.com/

CUJO AI
UNITED STATES
WHAT IT DOES : Named a 2018 World
Economic Forum Technology Pioneer,
Cujo AI provides cybersecurity and
device management software for
network operators.

https://www.getcujo.com/
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COMPUTING

What’sNext In
Computing
— Governments and business leaders need
to prepare for a shift to a multiplicity of technologies
that are exponentially more powerful

By Chris O’Brien

There is a growing consensus among computer scientists and
futurists that today’s fundamental computer architecture is in its twilight
years.Thecapabilityof a silicon-basedchip system, shootingelectric currents
through binary gates, has been pushed about as far as it can go.
So, the race to find a successor and keep the tech revolution steaming ahead
is in full swing. Tech giants like IBM, Microsoft and Google are investing
heavily in developing next-generation systems. Corporate leaders at places
like Airbus and Volkswagen are experimenting to better understand the
potential. What comes next is a world of many computing systems, rather
than one, that co-exist, are exponentially more powerful and astoundingly
complex.
The emergence of next-generation computing technologies from quantum
to neuromorphic, photonic andmore,which represents an estimatedmarket
value of over $8 billion, or nearly 25% growth by 2024, will be a topic at
the World Economic Forum’s annual meeting in Davos January 22-25. A
session will explore how government and business players should prepare
forashift fromacomputingmonoculturetoamultiplicity indigital infrastructure.
Precise timelines for any one of these breakthrough technologies are unclear
but experts say they are coming faster than most people realize. And so it’s
time to prepare. “I think if people don’t have a view of what’s coming then
now is absolutely the time to get that view,” says JeremyO’Brien, CEOPsiQ,
a quantum computing startup based in Silicon Valley. “And like all emerging
technologies it’s important to disentangle the hype from reality.” That’s no

easy task. The looming computing revolution offers a host of fantastic-
sounding technologies that seem to be straight out of an episode of Star
Trek. Understanding the differences, and the implications for their risks and
potential, can seem daunting.
Here are a fewof the breakthrough computing standardsmaking the biggest
noise:
— Quantum: Basically, this refers to computing on a molecular level.

Where current silicon systems compute on a binary state (1 or 0, on or
off, open or closed), quantum computing can exist in multiple states
simultaneously, dramatically increasing the ability to handle complex
calculations.

— Photonic: Rather than using electrical signals, this architecture flashes
beams of light that can travel far faster through a series of sensors and
lenses, enabling more powerful computing that is quicker, uses less
power, and is less expensive.

— Neuromorphic: Designed to mimic the working of the human brain,
these chip-based systems include a complex array of building blocks,
sometimes more than 100,000, referred to as neurons.

— Biological: Cells, which already efficiently store remarkable amounts
of information, can be programmed to monitor the body’s activity or
measure impact of therapy.

While biological computing targets biomedical applications, the others
can be used to drive artificial intelligence andmachine learning applications.
While technologies using today’s architecture are already impacting some
fields, researchers say the new architectures will extend the scope of
disruption exponentially.
Rita Singh, head of research at the Department of Informatics at Carnegie
Mellon University, says even if it’s not obvious how, leaders in every sector
should start thinking about how AI could disrupt their industry. She says
the ability to collaborate, share and interact will become pervasive.
“Everything is going to get more and more interrelated,” Singh says. “This
technology is going to be embedded in non-computingfields, which is going
to be linked very tightly with other fields around us. That will result in
collaborations between sectors that neverwould have collaborated before.”
Leaders should start thinking about the implications for business or society
fromunprecedented abilities to collect and analyze data. It couldmean their
future businessmodelswill look quite different from those used today. “With
the advent of machine learning and AI techniques, data is potentially the
most valuable resource that the information technology team can bring to
the business,” says Kirk Bresniker, chief architect at Hewlett Packard Labs
and a member of the World Economic Forum’s Global Future Council on
Computing. “The data being thrown off the systemswill finally be analyzed
for its economicpotential. And that couldbeamuchmorevital and interesting
economic resource than the underlying system.”Bresniker says the seeming
complexity of this newworld is one of the thrilling elements of this looming
transformation and shouldn’t create anxiety. “Aswe look forward, there does
not seem to be a single technology that is going to emerge as the technology,”
says Bresniker. “This opens us up for much more diverse solutions and is
actually healthier for the ecosystem overall. It will promotemore vigor and
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more innovation.” The goal is to make the technology disappear, putting
the focus on applications and benefits. That’s how Nick Harris, CEO of
Lightmatter, is approachingdevelopmentof thecompany’sphotonic computing
system. Based on his research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Lightmatter has raised $11 million in venture capital funding and is close
to releasing its first commercial product targeting data centers and other
high-performance computing operations.
By adding Lightmatter’s photonic system, these operations will be able to
massively increase computing power usingmachines that are only a fraction
of the size and use far less power. That additional horsepower is expected
togoa longway toenabling farmorecomplexAI computations. “It’s seamless,”
he says. “It runs on the same software people use today formachine learning.
There’s not some fundamentally new type of computing you have to learn.
We’re putting in a lot of effort to make this plug and play.”While photonic
computing offers a dramatic acceleration, quantum advocates argue their
technology is potentially more transformative. Publicly at least, it certainly
has gotten more hype and more attention from big players. In December
2017, IBM announced IBM Q, a program that lets corporate partners and
research institutionshave access to the company’s online quantumcomputing
system so they can experiment with it. In early January, IBM unveiled its
first commercially available quantum computer. That follows Canadian
companyD-WaveSystems,whichhadbeenoneof the only companies selling
commercially available quantum computers, having raised almost $200

million in venture capital. The challenge is that there remains some fairly
basic physics issues to solve. Andbecause the architecturemarks a completely
radical break from thepast, users potentially have to learn or re-learn entirely
differently methods of developing for quantum computers.
Still, O’Brien andhis teamat PsiQ believe theymayhave solved the quantum
puzzle by using a method that involves photonic technology to create a
more stable environment. O’Brien is so convinced of the potential that he
took a leave from his post as director of the Centre for Quantum Photonics
at the University of Bristol to launch PsiQ, which remains in stealth mode.
While other quantum computers are boasting of 50 to 100 qubits, PsiQ is
finishing work on a 1 million qubits system. As with other new forms of
computing, this scale allows themachines to tackle problems that are simply
out of reach for today’s computers, such as modeling the full detail of a
molecule or optimizing huge numbers of autonomous vehicles.
“Even if Moore’s lawwere to continue for centuries, and we somehow turn
every silicon atom on the planet into a computer and figured out how to
bring in another star to generate enough energy to power all of it, you still
couldn’t solve these large instances of problems,”O’Brien says. “That’swhere
I feel like quantum computing is really in a category of its own.”
There is a sense that theworld is on the cuspof an amazingnewerapropelled
by computers, says Harris. “This feels kind of like the moment when the
transistor was invented,” he says. “I feel like this is really big in terms of
a moment in history.”

It is difficult to predict precisely when
these futuristic computing technologies will be
implemented but experts say the time
to start preparing for this shift is now.
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EUROPEAN INNOVATION

Harnessing
EuropeanInnovation
— The World Economic Forum Digital Europe
initiative hopes to put the building blocks in place to help
the Continent become a global leader.

Large players from Asia and North America are leveraging digital
platformstograbmarketsharefromestablishedcompanies.Europe is lagging
in the digital transformation of industries key to its success in the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. It is also behind in investment in new technologies,
such as artificial intelligence, where it captured only 11%of global corporate
investment and venture capital in 2016 compared to 50% in the United
States and 39% in China.
The potential to become a global innovation leader is there. But to move
forward the building blocks need to be put in place. That’s the mission of
the World Economic Forum’s Digital Europe initiative, which is being
supported by the Forum System Initiative on Shaping the Future of Digital
Economy and Society. The Digital Europe project is a collaborative effort
of the World Economic Forum and McKinsey.
TheDigital Europe teamhas spent the last year consultingwith entrepreneurs,
investors, corporate and public figures and representatives from academia
across Europe to try and create a common vision, identify action areas,
and develop concrete suggestions tomake European innovation ecosystems
more successful, and identify an innovation model that will allow it to
effectively compete with other regions.
“Europe needs a newambition: to compete for global innovation leadership,”
says a Digital Europe project report on the topic,which will be released

during the Forum’s annual meeting in Davos, Switzerland on January 22-
25. “In addition to mitigating issues and catching up, Europe will need to
develop its own,more ambitious innovationmodel, anchored in its strengths.”
The foundations of this model are ten fundamental building blocks for
the competitiveness of Europe’s innovation ecosystem which are outlined
in the report. These include a pan-European approach; corporate start-up
collaboration; innovation funding; enabled government andpublic institutions;
data access and protection; entrepreneurial talent, digital education,
reskilling and upskilling, gender diversity; digital infrastructure and
interoperability and harmonized legislation and standards. One of Europe’s
big handicaps is that it does not have any of the large platform companies
that in recent years have come to dominate the technology world and
capture large revenue shares. (See the cover story on page 6). To compete
globally, Europe needs to scale. The Digital Europe initiative has come
up with four catalysts it hopes could help Europe achieve scale by
“supercharging” across all ten building blocks:
— Creating cross-sector innovation strategies and platforms for high-

potential industries, including regulatory sandboxes for experimentation,
and cumulative funding of €80 billion to eliminate the R &D funding
gap with the U.S. *Leading on goverance for data access and trust by
fostering secure platforms that make transparent which data are shared
and when, and that allows citizens to change access rights for data sets.

— Boosting talent pools through initiatives such as doubling the number
of female tech entrepreneurs.

— Doubling the share of digital innovation requirements in tenders for
Europe’s €2 trillion annual public procurement spend.

Three flagship projects are being considered for launch in 2019, the report
says. One is a European SovereignWealth Fund that could leverage private
funding sources from across Europe, including institutional money, such
as pension funds, and issue debt. Its key objective could be to provide
scale-up capital for start-ups and for cross-sectoral, cross-border integration
projects with multiple industrial players.
Creating a Forum Centre For The Fourth Industrial Revolution for Europe
to drive public-sector digitization, standardization and citizen-centered
data access is another option as is the creation of aWomen Entrepreneurship
Network to increase the diversity of talent.

Overcoming Challenges
The report says action is needed because Europe cannot realistically hope
to outcompete the United States and China on their terms because
— Its markets are more fragmented, making it harder to offer the same

scale.
— It lacks deep-pocketed tech giants to fund the next wave of innovation
— Its citizen-focused regulatory stances andmindsets can’t sow the radical

disruption of business models.
— Its governmance structures, make heavy public investment and other

intervention more difficult or slower than, for example, in China.
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TEN YEARS AGO SOFTBANK HAD THE FUNDS TO FINANCE
THE CURRENT TOP 30 TECH COMPANIES

EUROPE’S SHARE OF
INVESTMENT IN THE
TOP 20 GLOBAL DIGITAL
PLATFORMS

$67 BILLION
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Catalyzing Strengths
For Europe to have a chance for success in becoming a world leader in
digital it will need to catalyze its own strengths. The report lists these as
a highly skilled population, including in science, technology, engineering
and mathematics (STEM), a history of collaboration and standard-setting;
an industrial base that is leading in manufacturing and service sectors and
the fact that it has many market leaders among its small and medium
sized businesses.
Lakestar venture capital firm founder Klaus Hommels, one of Europe’s
best-known tech investors and an early backer of Spotify, Facebook and
Skype, says there are other reasons to be bullish about Europe.
Hommels, a scheduled speaker and discussion leader at a planned Digital
Europe session in Davos, notes that it was 2011 before more than ten
European unicorns were created during a twelve-month period. But the
numbers started to rise sharply thereafter, reaching more than 50 in 2016,
and 69 in 2018. This has broadened and deepened the ecosystem because
it cre¬ates experienced entrepreneurs who have the confi¬dence to create
more new companies, he says. Exit values are also increasing as the
European ecosystem matures. In the early 2000s, Skype’s exit value was
the biggest to date at $3.2 billion. But since then Spotify had a $30 billion
exit and startups Adyen and Farfetch both created unicorns through IPOs

in Europe – as have others such as Zalando and Delivery Hero. “The
flywheel has finally gotten moving,” says Hommels. However, he notes
that Europe falls short when it comes to investments in crucial digital
infrastructure companies like Amazon, Apple, Google and Microsoft.
The biggest 25 digital platforms which are not publicly listed raised €67
billion in the last eight years and Europe represents less than 2% of the
cap table. (See the charts). “We as a Continent represent around 20% of
the global GDP and there is a lot of wealth in Europe so this is ridiculous,”
says Hommels. “Funds like Softbank’s can easily finance the next 20 most
decisive companies in the next 10 years and have a role in both their cap
table and corporate governance,” he says.
He adds “it is very important that the new industries get decently funded
in Europe so that we keep some of those defining industries here ».
Europe may have “lost the war for B2C but on the B2B side there is a lot
to be won so there is an urgency for politicians, regulators and corporates
to create a favorable framework around the ecosystem we are building,”
Hommels says.

J.L.S.

1.98% EU

TOTAL
INVESTED
CAPITAL

Source: Lakestar analysis Source: Lakestar analysis
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Of all funds raised by European VC-backed companies in 2018,
some 93% went to all-male founding teams, according to the 2018 State
of European Tech Survey conducted by European venture capital firm
Atomico.
It is part of a much larger problem. The World Economic Forum’s annual
gender gap report shows that women are under-represented in all areas
of the tech sector. At the current rate of change the data suggest that it
will take 108 years to close the overall gender gap and 202 years to bring
about parity in theworkplace. Ensuring the full development and appropriate
deployment of half of the world’s total talent pool has a vast bearing on
the growth, competitiveness and future-readiness of economies andbusinesses
worldwide. The Global Gender Gap Report benchmarks 149 countries on
their progress towards gender parity across four thematic dimensions:
Economic Participation and Opportunity, Educational Attainment, Health
and Survival, and Political Empowerment It is no surprise then that the
gender gap and how to fix it will be a major topic at the Forum’s annual
meeting in Davos, Switzerland January 22-25.

AI: A New Frontier In The Global Gender Gap
While the gender gap in science, technology, engineering andmathematics
(STEM) iswell chronicled, newanalysis the Forumconducted in collaboration
with LinkedIn points to a glaring gender gap that is developing among
artificial intelligence (AI) professionals, where women represent only
22% of the AI workforce. France has a gender gap when it comes to AI

MindTheGap
— Data suggests i will take 202 years to bring about
parity in the workplace. A new organization called Male
Champions Of Change Tech Group want to change
those metrics

GENDER

professionals of 73%. AI skills are important as they are likely to have a
big impact on almost every industry. The global gender gap in the AI
workforce is three times larger than other industry talent pools. Unless
efforts are made to get more women into AI professions, the workplace
gender gap could increase further.
The analysis also suggests that, addition to being outnumbered three to
one, women in AI are less likely to be positioned in senior roles or signal
expertise in high-profile, emerging AI skills. The LinkedIn data suggest
that women with AI skills are more likely to be employed as data analysts,
researchers, information managers and teachers, whereas men are more
likely to be employed as software engineers, heads of engineering, heads
of IT and chief executives – more lucrative and senior positions.
Given the depth of the talent gender gap in AI, there is a clear need for
proactive measures to prevent a deepening of the gender gap in other
industrieswhereAI skills are in increasing demand. These include traditionally
male-dominated industries such asmanufacturing, hardware and networking
as well as software and IT services, as well as traditionally female sectors
such as non-profits, healthcare and education.
“Industries must proactively hardwire gender parity in the future of work
through effective training, reskilling and upskilling interventions and
tangible job transition pathways, which will be key to narrowing these
emerging gender gaps and reversing the trends we are seeing today,”
Saadia Zahidi, Head of the Centre for the New Economy and Society and
Member of theManaging Board,World Economic Forum, said in a statement.
« It’s in their long-term interest because diverse businesses perform better.”

Male Leaders With The Power
To Promote Change
A new group, called the Male Champions of Change Global Tech Group,
which was established in May 2018, will meet for the first time in Davos.
The scheduled participants, which are from media, advertising, fintech
and heavy industry, reflecting the diversity of the tech sector (see the
list), have pledged to work together on gender equality within their
organizations and try and change systems that perpetuate and entrench
inequality.
The group will formally endorse its charter - which outlines the guiding
principles, mission and purpose of the group – _and agree to three priority
action areas to drive global gender equality change in the technology
industry. The formation of the group is an initiative of a joint venture
between accelerateHER, a group that is addressing the under-representation
ofwomen in the technology industry through events, strategy and innovation
and The Male Champions of Change Institute , which has an established
track record of driving this changemodelwithin a number ofmale-dominated
industries in Australia.
J.L.S.
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Members Of The Male Champions of Change Global
Tech Group scheduled to meet in Davos during the World
Economic Forum’s annual meeting

— Tony HALL,
Director General, BBC
Federico Marchetti, CEO, Yoox Net-a-Porter

— Jonathan NEWHOUSE,
Chairman & Chief Executive, Condé Nast International

— Rahmyn KRESS,
CDO, Henkel and Founder, Henkelx

— Damian BRADFIELD,
President & CMO, WeTransfer

— Brent HOBERMAN,
Co-Founder & Chair, Founders Forum/ firstminute capital/
Founders Factory

202
THE NUMBER OF YEARS IT WILL TAKE TO BRING
ABOUT PARITY IN THE WORKPLACE AT THE CURRENT RATE
OF CHANGE.

WHEN ARE REGIONS LIKELY TO CLOSE
THE ECONOMIC GENDER GAP ?

WORLD AVERAGE

WestEurope 61Years
SouthAsia 70Years
LatinAmercianandCarribean 74Years
EasternEuropeandCentralAsia 124Years
Sub-SaharanAfrica 136Years
MiddleEastandNorthAfrica 153Years
NorthAmerica 165Years
EastAsiaandthePacific 171Years

WorlAverage 108Years

Source: World Economic Forum Global Gender Gap Report 2018
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POUR NOS LECTEURS
FRANCOPHONES

DISCUSSION TECH À DAVOS

L’ÉCONOMIE DE PLATEFORME

PL’EFFET RÉSEAU D’ALIBABA

ANT FINANCIAL :
UNE SOCIÉTÉ DE SERVICES FINANCIERS À $150 MILLIARDS

PING AN :
LA SOCIÉTÉ D’ASSURANCE LA PLUS VALORISÉE DE LA TERRE

KLÖCKNER ADOPTE LES PLATEFORMES DIGITALES

LA NOUVELLE PLATEFORME DATA DE VATTENFALL

UNE PLATEFORME DIGITALE POUR LES RÉGIMES DE RETRAITES
D’ENTREPRISES

OUVRIR UNE PORTE DIGITALE VERS L’AVENIR

COMMENT HYPERLOOPTT UTILISE «LE POUVOIR DES MASSES»
POUR SA STRATÉGIE ET SA TECHNOLOGIE

ASTRAZENECA ET SON MODÈLE D’INNOVATION POUR LES
GRANDES ENTREPRISES

L’IA ET L’AVENIR DE LA MÉDECINE

CONCEVOIR UNE STRATÉGIE D’IA POUR LES ENTREPRISES

TOP 25 DES PIONNIERS DE LA TECH DU WORLD ECONOMIC
FORUM PRÉSENTS À DAVOS

UNE PERCÉE CHARGÉE POUR LES VÉHICULES ÉLECTRIQUES
ET LE STOCKAGE D’ÉNERGIE

COMMENT LA BLOCKCHAIN TRANSFORME LE RÉSEAU
ÉLECTRIQUE

LES SCÉNARIOS DE CYBER SÉCURITÉ EN 2025

COMMENT LES TECHNOLOGIES INFORMATIQUES
IMPACTERONT L’AVENIR

COMMENT CANALISER L’INNOVATION EUROPÉENNE

L’ÉGALITÉ DES GENRES : GRAND SUJET À DAVOS
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MWC Barcelona 2019 is where over 100,000
of the tech industry’s innovators and
influencers gather to explore how Intelligent
Connectivity will shape the future of our digital
experiences, our industry and our world.
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